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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Land use conflict has significant effects on primary producers and the agricultural sector in New South 

Wales (NSW). With agricultural land occupying more than 80% of the State, these conflicts also impact on 

many communities attached to or dependent on farming. 

Farm-related land use conflict in NSW extends beyond neighbourhood amenity disputes and peri-urban 

zones, encompassing water management rights, health concerns, disagreement on zoning or planning 

choices and debates over best-practice farming in regions. 

To evaluate the impact of land use conflict on NSW primary producers, this research project investigated 

relevant policies, frameworks and regulations with the aim of enabling compliant farmers to operate 

modern, competitive and sustainable farm businesses while maintaining harmonious and vibrant regional 

communities.  

Farmers can suffer significant economic consequences from land use conflict. However, this research 

shows the most severe impacts from these disputes are largely non-financial. In key informant interviews 

conducted for the study, mental health, social and physical amenity, industry decline and erosion of trust 

emerged as the primary impacts of land use conflict on NSW farmers.  

This research comprised both a desktop literature review and in-person regional case studies. The review 

provided analysis of land use conflict management, right to farm legislation and various tools and 

programs utilised both internationally and domestically. Geographic areas of particular interest for the 

review were the Delmarva region in the United States, Ontario in Canada, and the green belts of the 

United Kingdom.  

Within this frame of reference, on-the-ground research was then conducted in four NSW regions to 

better understand the nature of land use conflicts and the extent of actual and potential impact in the 

context of agricultural production. The regions investigated (Greater Sydney, North Coast, Greater Hume 

and North West) were selected based on their differing agro-ecological zones, the spread of primary 

commodities produced and differing socioeconomic and political environments. 

Although the types and sources of conflict in the case study regions were diverse, several commonalities 

were apparent and contributing factors to conflict were grouped into key themes: planning, compliance 

resourcing, communication and education.  

While some regional initiatives have made inroads in preventing or mitigating land use conflict, and policy 

has been discussed at length in recent years, NSW as yet lacks a cohesive overarching approach to 

consistently avoid or resolve issues.  

Through the literature review and regional case studies, recommendations for both proactive and 

reactive response emerged. The interdependencies of land use conflict indicate the need for a 

combination of planning and policy options to be utilised along with broader strategic initiatives, both to 

minimise the risk of conflict occurring and to enable the best possible outcome for stakeholders when 

issues do arise.  

In terms of policy and planning, a key conclusion from the research is the need for the acceptance and 

defence of State-wide acceptable agricultural practices by government, agencies and industry. Many 

conflicts are fostered by misunderstanding of what constitutes a ‘normal’ farm practice. This set of 

acceptable practices must be informed by societal expectation and reinforced by clear planning 
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guidelines. Strategic responses include the need to improve education and awareness of normal farm 

practice. 

Along with other changes to planning frameworks noted herein, the recognition of State Significant 

Agricultural Land and inclusion of Biophysical Strategic Agricultural Land in the new Primary Production 

and Rural Development State Environmental Planning Policy will be an important step in demonstrating 

the value of farm-related land use to stakeholders.  

To oversee the implementation of these policies and facilitate mediation when conflict does occur, a 

dispute resolution mechanism should be introduced; for example, the appointment of an independent 

agricultural commissioner or ombudsman along with a board.  

When conflict does occur, employment of consistent strategy and engagement activities by the relevant 

authorities and agencies can redress most impacts; for example: 

• Consistent State-wide planning guidelines to clarify development processes and attach value to 

acceptable agricultural practice  

• Transparent communication about acceptable farm practice, fostered by an independent arbiter; 

• Clear channels to resolve conflicts outside the regulatory or legal system; 

• Digital and personal education initiatives based on behavioural science, and 

• Effective resourcing of compliance at all levels to engender trust in the system from all 

stakeholders. 

The complexity of land use conflict issues in NSW agriculture is difficult to overstate. However, at a time 

when agriculture is under increasing pressure from a changing climate there is no doubting the need for 

both proactive and reactive responses to manage the disruptive uncertainty created by conflict, which 

ultimately threatens the right to farm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Agriculture is an important economic, social and environmental contributor to the Australian economy, 

not only in terms of employment and GDP but also via maintaining the ecosystem services that underpin 

natural capital. This is particularly apparent in NSW as agricultural land occupies more than 80% of the 

State, with around 14% of NSW classified as protected areas, minimal use conservation and natural 

environment land. As the population continues to grow, land use conflict will continue to increase in 

policy importance, particularly in eastern states such as NSW where most population growth is likely to 

take place.  

Land use conflict is not specific to agriculture; however, it is an issue with 

impacts that are particularly felt in the farming community. Farmers can 

suffer significant economic impacts from land use conflict, such as the loss of 

productive land (to sometimes punitive buffer zones), implementation of 

remediation measures (such as new technology or practices) to mitigate 

neighbourhood concerns, and legal and consultancy costs in defence of 

complaints.  

It is almost impossible to attach a financial estimation to the environmental, legal, social and personal 

impacts resulting from agricultural land use disputes. However, this research on managing farm-related 

land use conflicts in NSW shows the most severe impacts on farmers from these disputes are usually non-

financial. In key informant interviews conducted for the study, mental health, social and physical 

amenity, industry decline and erosion of trust emerged as the primary impacts of land use conflict on 

NSW farmers.  

This project comprised both a desktop literature review and in-person regional case studies. The review 

provided analysis of land use conflict management, right to farm legislation, planning options and various 

systems utilised both internationally and domestically.  

Geographic areas of particular interest for the desktop review were the Delmarva region (Delaware, 

Maryland and Virginia) in the United States (US), the province of Ontario in Canada, and the United 

Kingdom (UK) green belts. Delmarva farming communities have been subject to a large amount of 

regulation dealing with urban encroachment as well as legislation targeted at addressing issues causing 

pollution in Chesapeake Bay. Ontario has instituted a Normal Farm Practices Protection Board (NFPPB, 

2017) to resolve disputes regarding agricultural operations and act as arbiter 

of acceptable practice. In the UK, a green belt policy prioritises land for 

agriculture, forestry and outdoor leisure activities. 

Within this frame of reference, on-the-ground research was then conducted 

in four NSW regions to better understand the nature of land use conflicts and 

the extent of actual and potential impact in the context of agricultural 

production. The four regions were selected based on their differing agro-

ecological zones, the spread of primary commodities produced and differing socioeconomic and political 

environments: Greater Sydney (Camden, Wollondilly and Hawkesbury); North Coast (Coffs Harbour and 

Grafton); Greater Hume (Albury, Culcairn and Jindera); and North West (Tamworth, Narrabri and 

Gunnedah). These case studies are detailed in Section 2. Some of the successful global programs 

examined in the literature review, such as the Ontario Farm Practices Conflict Resolution Process (which 

resolved 97% of complaints in 2016-17), were discussed with interviewees in these regions. 

“Land use conflict 

impacts are 

particularly felt in 

the farming 

community” 

“The most severe 

impacts on farmers 

from these 

disputes are usually 

non-financial” 
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Domestic perspectives were also explored to provide a relevant frame of reference for the report’s 

conclusions and recommendations. The project scope did not allow for an extensive review of land use 

conflicts frameworks across Australia1; rather, lessons have been drawn from recent related studies, 

current NSW policy, Tasmania’s approach to farm-related conflict and selected case law examples.   

The key objectives of the project were to assess and evaluate the impacts of land use conflict on 

primary producers in NSW and provide recommendations on best practice tools and frameworks to 

manage and minimise farm-related land use conflict.  

This report is structured as follows: 

• Section 2 outlines the key findings of both the desktop review and on-the-ground case studies. 

This section is structured to provide a thorough overview of the research in its entirety and 

highlights specific themes and evidence from sections 3 and 4. 

• Section 3 provides the detailed findings of each case study region. As the case studies are 

designed to be read as standalone sections for those with a specific interest in particular regions, 

some repetition of key themes in this section was unavoidable. 

•  Section 4 summarises findings from the desktop review of literature, focusing on the particular 

domestic and global perspectives selected as part of the project scope. 

• Lastly, section 5 synthesises the research discoveries into a set of conclusions and 

recommendations, noting the need for policy and planning changes and suggesting key proactive 

and reactive strategic responses. 

 

  

 
1 For example, the authors note that the Queensland approach to prime agricultural land, Western Australian Agricultural 

Practices Disputes Board, the Victorian Government’s right to farm policy and South Australian Multiple Land Use 
Framework all offer valuable lessons for informing a strategic response to land use conflict. These examples were discussed 
with stakeholders during the research but are not explicitly analysed in this report. 

Key objectives 

• Assess and evaluate the impacts of land use conflict on primary producers in NSW  

• Provide recommendations on best practice tools and frameworks to manage and 

minimise farm-related land use conflict 
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2. KEY FINDINGS 

2.1 Common themes 

Although the types and sources of conflict in the case study regions were diverse, commonalities were 

apparent and contributing factors to conflict were grouped into key themes: planning, compliance 

resourcing, communication and education. These factors had varying levels of significance in 

contributing to conflict across the case study regions (and other regions canvassed during the research); 

however, all were consistently evident at some level. Table 1 illustrates some of the unique factors 

contributing to land use conflict, but is not a complete catalogue of issues. 

Table 1: Examples of unique contributing factors in each case study region 

 
Planning 

Compliance 
Resourcing 

Communication Education 

G
re

at
e

r 
Sy

d
n

e
y 

Councils are powerless 
to protect agriculture 
against State plans (such 
as growth corridors) 
which do not account for 
the significance of 
farming to an LGA. 

Lack of skills, 
knowledge and 
resources for local 
council to prevent 
conflict occurring 
and managing it 
when it does. 

It is often difficult for 
people to manage 
communication well in a 
conflict situation, 
particularly without 
structured support. 

Growth centres in 
the region bring 
increasing numbers 
of residents with 
little understanding 
of farming into direct 
contact with 
agriculture – 
education needed on 
acceptable practice. 

G
re

at
e

r 
H

u
m

e
 

Council’s focus is on 
mitigating complaints 
rather than ensuring 
acceptable practices are 
implemented. 

Community feels 
marginalised in State 
Significant Development 
planning process. 

Community 
benchmarking 
farming operations 
against old, outdated 
perceptions. 

N
o

rt
h

 W
es

t 

Imbalance of power 
between mining 
companies and farmers 
in planning processes 

Farming community 
feels that 
communication from 
some mining companies 
is disingenuous 

Lack of data and 
understanding of 
long-term impacts of 
resource extraction 

N
o

rt
h

 C
o

as
t 

Lack of implementation 
and enforcement of 
buffer zones. 

Cultural barriers within 
wider community 
exacerbate a lack of 
communication. 

Some farmers do not 
understand best 
practice; some 
residents do not 
understand farming. 

 

While some regional initiatives have made inroads and policy has been introduced to mitigate right-to-

farm and land use conflicts, the State lacks a cohesive overarching approach to consistently avoid or 

resolve these issues.  

Regional initiatives worthy of note include the Rural Industry Community Advisory Committee (RICAC) in 

the Wollondilly local government area (LGA) which informs local council on the impacts to agriculture 

from their planning decisions and makes informed decisions regarding land use conflicts relating to 

farming (Section 3.1). In the North Coast region, collaborative efforts between local council, natural 
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resource management groups, universities and other government groups have improved farming 

practices of some intensive plant agriculture (IPA) producers. These initiatives have also helped to 

promote acceptable practices to farmers and to communities (Section 3.4).  

2.2 What costs? 

While the economic consequences resulting from land use conflict should not be ignored, they proved 

problematic to quantify. It was difficult to obtain any consistent economic costing of farm-related land 

use conflict in NSW due to a multitude of factors. Producers interviewed routinely failed to value their 

own time in managing conflicts or responding to complaints (many of which are not recorded), no 

baselines exist for gauging indirect ecological or personal effect, and there is no central database where 

such incidents are monitored. Anecdotally, direct costs of conflict ranged from $10,000 to $8 million in 

just one LGA. 

In fact, while respondents in the case study regions unanimously agreed that the monetary costs of 

conflict are significant, they all reported that the primary issues from these disputes are detrimental 

impacts on the mental health of the parties involved, fractures within communities, loss of faith in 

authorities and the alienation of productive land. 

Examples of these impacts which were shared by interviewees included:  

• ongoing conflict over a difficult development application process causing severe relationship 

strain for a farming couple and eventuating in marriage breakdown;  

• a farmer’s children being threatened on social media as a result of perceived unsafe farming 

practices with health implications for the neighbouring community (the perception proved 

unfounded); 

• a family deciding not to proceed with a succession plan to bring the next generation into the 

business after enduring the toll of a lengthy, costly defence of a nuisance complaint (even though 

the defence proved successful); 

• a farmer being publicly vilified for both their appearance and their choice of commodity 

produced due to a serious community schism engendered by other rogue operators (of a similar 

cultural background to the farmer) and a lack of redress options for the community; 

• fertile agricultural land being sold for rural lifestyle and thus permanently lost to production 

when neighbouring extractive developments impinged on the farm’s profitability via competition 

for resources; 

• residents fearing for the quality of their drinking water due to unclear delineations between safe, 

‘normal’ and acceptable use of chemicals; 

• farmers following best practice industry guidelines being accused of ‘sneaking behind people’s 

backs’, for example by spraying crops or moving livestock at night (when it is safer or more 

humane to do so). 

An overview of some impacts and concerns raised in the case studies is presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Impacts of and concerns about land use conflict in the case study regions 
EC

O
N

O
M

IC
 

Impacts • Consultant and legal fees (Greater Hume) 

• Costs incurred in submitting DAs (Greater Hume, Greater Sydney, North West) 

• Installation of new technology to minimise impacts from operations  

• Mediation and/or court expenses to resolve conflicts  

• Loss of agricultural production from DA approval delays  

• Increased price of water due to competition with mining (North West) 

• Loss of agricultural production from self-imposed buffer zones 

• Installation of buffer vegetation screening (North Coast, Greater Sydney) 

• Loss of time available for farming due to dealing with conflict 

• Medical costs resulting from conflict stress   

 

Concerns • Loss of agriculture-driven economic activity when farmland replaced by solar 

development (Greater Hume) 

• Devaluation of land prices adjacent to solar developments (Greater Hume) 

• Risks of biosecurity breaches from poor neighbouring land management and 

trespass  

• Uncertainties of future production limiting on-farm investments 

P
ER

SO
N

A
L 

Impacts • Mental health impacts including increased stress levels  

• Time taken to resolve conflict including opportunity cost of that time  

• Strained relationships with neighbours, social isolation 

• Stress due to uncertainty of the future viability of farming and animosity with 
neighbours  

• Contribution to family breakdowns from mental health impacts  

• Living with uncertainty about the continuity of agriculture  

• Threats to family on social media  

Concerns • Visual amenity of solar developments on neighbouring farmers (Greater Hume) 

• Conflict stress influencing succession decisions 

• Health implications from poor farm practices (e.g. exposure to chemicals, 

unsanitary living conditions for workers) 

SO
C

IA
L 

Impacts • Loss of local job opportunities as well as services and products which would have 

been bought in the local area from rejected agricultural developments  

• Established rural lifestyle replaced with urban setting (Greater Sydney, North 
Coast) 

• Farmers selling land due to victimisation by community  

• The breakdown of community social fabric and decline of services as farmers exit 

industry from mining impacts (North West) 

• Cultural barriers and racism dividing the wider community (North Coast) 

Concerns • Issues for rural firefighters including inadequate access to fight fires and toxic 

smoke (Greater Hume) 

• Loss of / sterilisation of agricultural production due to increased residential 

development  

• Agriculture competing with mining for workforce and other resources (North 

West) 
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LE
G

A
L 

Impacts • Imbalance of power between farmers and corporate developers in a courtroom  

• Difficulty for family farmers with limited resources to compete with professional 

lawyers hired by corporate mining companies (North West) 

• Costs associated with preparation of legal advice  

Concerns • Farmers neighbouring solar developments unable to access public liability 

insurance or expected to experience increased premiums (Greater Hume) 

EN
V

IR
O

N
M

EN
TA

L 

Impacts • Soil health compromised due to prevention of organic fertiliser application 

(Greater Sydney) 

• Subsidence of land (North West) 

Concerns • Future environmental impacts if solar developments are abandoned and not 

disposed of properly (Greater Hume) 

• Potential contamination of land if intensive farmers exit without cleaning up 

operations (North Coast) 

• Potential for issues if there is a lack of compliance on rehabilitation of land once 

mining is complete (North West) 

• Maintenance of groundcover compromised during dry periods due to cattle 

containment areas being unrecognised as acceptable practice (Greater Hume) 

• A reduction in ecosystem services from a loss of agricultural land / farmers exiting 

the industry 

• Implications of IPA spray drift affecting neighbouring cattle (North Coast) 

 

2.3 Acceptable practice 

The interdependencies of land use conflict indicate the need to utilise policy and planning options 

combined with broader strategic initiatives, to avoid the occurrence of conflict and to enable positive 

outcomes when issues do arise.  

In terms of policy and planning, there is an evident need for the upholding of state-wide acceptable 

agricultural practice by government, agencies and industry. Many conflicts are fostered by 

misunderstanding of what constitutes ‘normal’ or acceptable farm practice. This set of acceptable 

practices must be developed by those with expertise (such as representative farming and industry 

bodies), informed by societal expectations (such as those defined in the Tasmanian ‘good neighbour’ 

charter) and reinforced by clear planning guidelines.  

As noted in the AFI’s Farm Policy Journal, simply complying with regulations 

does not ensure a right to farm without encumbrance (Dumbrell, 2018); 

rather a combination of compliance and shared values is necessary to build 

the trust which both underpins farmers’ social licence (Lush, 2018) and can 

help avoid land use conflict. 

Acceptable farm practice encompasses the activities required to produce food 

and fibre in a manner which complies not only with all relevant legislation and 

regulation but also with societal expectations on aspects such as animal welfare, environmental 

stewardship and respectful sharing of space and resources. When stated thus, ‘acceptable’ practice can 

sound onerous. However, this is merely a formal description of the way most farmers farm; that is, to 

care for the health of the land, plants and animals under their management while being considerate of 

their neighbours and adhering to the law.  

“Many conflicts are 

fostered by 

misunderstanding 

of what constitutes 

‘normal’ practice” 
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Some respondents questioned the use of the term ‘acceptable’ rather 

than ‘best practice’ or ‘normal practice’. Given that ‘best’ can sometimes 

refer to an aspirational standard and ‘normal’ is often subjective or 

relative, the authors have chosen ‘acceptable’ as the most appropriate 

descriptor in this context. Additionally, it is a term commonly used in 

mediation processes to denote mutually acceptable terms.  

The case study regions provided multiple examples where normal or best farm practices – which should 

have been deemed acceptable – have been a source of conflict, such as complaints regarding:  

• Noise from the transport of poultry during the night (which is best practice for the welfare of the 

birds); 

• The visual amenity of white nets being erected to protect berries or orchards, which (compared 

to the visually preferred black or green nets) can help prevent birds from becoming entangled; 

• The smell of manure applied as fertiliser, which was used in place of synthetic fertiliser to 

improve soil health; 

• Farmers spraying chemicals at night, which is undertaken to protect bees and to minimise spray 

drift; and  

• The use of drought containment areas to feed livestock in dry conditions, which was perceived as 

an attempt to intensify production rather than a practice to protect groundcover in paddocks. 

However, promotion and defence of acceptable practice is not a panacea, as demonstrated by legal 

examples, including the infamous Marsh v Baxter case. In 2011, Western Australian farmer Steve Marsh 

brought actions of common law negligence and the tort of private nuisance against his neighbour Michael 

Baxter following the loss of organic certification status of Marsh’s property when genetically modified 

(GM) canola plants from Baxter’s property blew on site during harvest (Supreme Court of Western 

Australia, 2014). The judge ultimately dismissed the case as the defendant was growing a lawful GM crop 

and was implementing an acceptable harvest method. However, the case caused considerable angst not 

only for the protagonists but also for others in the locality and in the wider farming community. Ongoing 

debate over what should be considered ‘acceptable’ practice created deep social and industry rifts which 

are still apparent almost a decade later. 

Another example of acceptable farm practice being tested in the court system was the approval of the 

Manilla broiler chicken development in 2016. Despite a two-year appeal by local residents (including 

farmers) to the NSW Land and Environment Court (LEC) against the expansion, Baiada’s application for an 

additional 70 sheds was given the green light. The LEC approved the permit, indicating that emissions 

would be satisfactorily addressed by the proposed mitigation measures outlined in the conditions of 

consent and stressing that the development was ‘acceptable on its merits’ (Productivity Commission, 

2016). 

The complexity of these cases highlights the ambiguity between legal definitions and social expectations 

of acceptability and the need for continuous and dynamic feedback systems to inform any set standard 

on acceptable farm practice. The occurrence (and the associated impacts on farmers and the community) 

of land use conflict and right to farm issues can be minimised through an improved understanding of 

what constitutes acceptable practice, followed by the upholding and defence of those practices. 

However, the fluidity of what is ‘acceptable’ requires that, rather than a static set of regulations or 

definitions, a mechanism is put in place to arbitrate on guidelines for acceptability. 

One example is the Canadian right to farm model, which includes a Normal Farm Practices Protection 

Board (NFPPB) to rule on what comprises ‘acceptable’, and a legal ‘nuisance shield’ for farmers complying 

“Acceptable practice 

is merely a formal 

description of the way 

most farmers farm” 
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with these practices. The legislation enabling this mechanism provides a conflict resolution process which 

is extremely successful in resolving disputes prior to the need for a full Board hearing (see Section 4.2). 

This model provides a body with both legislative power and practical agricultural knowledge to resolve 

conflicts without the costs associated with a lawsuit.  

The Wollondilly Rural Industry Community Advisory Committee (RICAC) is constructed in the same 

proactive spirit as the Canadian model, albeit on a much smaller scale and with no legislative power (see 

Section 3.1). The Committee provides local producers and stakeholders an opportunity to discuss issues 

directly with Council and to develop initiatives to sustainably support agriculture in the region, and in 

turn opens a channel for Council to address potential issues with agricultural production on behalf of the 

community. An additional benefit of the RICAC is the opportunity for symbiotic education between 

farmers and community representatives on what farm activities are normal according to industry best 

practice, what are tolerable by sensitive receptors, and where the nexus of these lies. 

 

2.4 Planning ahead 

A lack of clarity in definitions within planning frameworks exacerbates misunderstanding about 

acceptable farm practice by enabling subjectivity in interpretation and application to local government 

planning instruments. This can impact farmers when ambiguity in the requirements for a DA leads to the 

imposition of unnecessary or onerous conditions for a farming operation. In the case study regions, these 

ambiguities were apparent when, for example, deciding whether drought containment areas for livestock 

were classed as an intensive or extensive agricultural operation and whether 

netting to protect IPA production was considered a temporary or permanent 

structure. 

Several cases have come before the NSW LEC between farmers and local 

councils regarding whether livestock operations have been considered intensive 

and thus requiring a DA; for instance, Kempsey Shire Council v Tebran (a cattle 

producer) in 2007 and Cowra Shire Council v Thompson (a dairy producer) in 

2005 (detailed in Section 4.1). In both cases, the Court ruled that the Councils 

had failed to provide sufficient evidence that the operations were intensive and that the farmers had not 

breached the conditions of the Local Environmental Plan (LEP). Although the outcome of the court 

system was ultimately positive for the producer in these instances, progression through the legal system 

incurs notable costs of time and money, and often has detrimental impacts on the mental health of 

participants in the process.  

Although the newly enacted NSW Right to Farm2 legislation provides a nuisance shield to farmers if the 

‘operation is consistent with an efficient and commercially viable agricultural operation’ (NSW 

Parliament, 2019), there is no mechanism in place to determine the activities which should be protected. 

The Commonwealth definition of a primary producer under the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997, is 

broad and does not outline specific practices which are acceptable. The NSW Right to Farm legislation 

provides the defence of an acceptable farm practice however, establishing understanding and acceptance 

of what this constitutes is missing from current NSW planning policies.  

 
2 ‘Right to Farm’ is a broad concept centred on the idea that primary producers should be able to undertake their lawful 

activities in accordance with accepted industry standards, without undue interference. 

“Ambiguity in 

requirements … 

(can) lead to the 

imposition of 

onerous 

conditions” 
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Even when farm practices are normal or acceptable, agricultural operations can still impact on 

neighbouring receptors and reasonable setbacks can help limit conflict between agriculture and other 

land users. However, separation of incompatible land uses with buffer zones is not an exact science 

(Wells, 2018a).  

Buffer zones are utilised haphazardly across the case study regions. In some cases, they were 

implemented and then disregarded with residential development approved within the zone. The NSW 

DPI provides a set of recommendations for buffer zones between certain types of agricultural operations 

and conflicting land uses (Section 4.1); however, these are not enforceable and not applicable for all 

farming operations, and can be the cause of considerable conflict. For example, in the North Coast region 

(where IPA operations can be relatively small) the recommended buffer of 250m between IPA and 

neighbouring land uses would render many IPA farms unviable.   

It is unreasonable to expect an agricultural producer to increase a buffer on their land and thus sterilise 

part of the operation if a neighbour legally builds within the existing buffer zone. Alternatively, it is unfair 

to expect a sensitive receptor to move away from a boundary buffer if an agricultural operator changes 

practices which then impact the receptor more than the previous practice.  

Buffer zones of either physical separation or vegetation are an important tool to 

manage biosecurity risks and threats to amenity. It is important to incorporate 

appropriate buffers into the planning process; however, their distribution 

should be shared and not be the sole responsibility of the farming landholder.   

As with the lack of clarity around definitions noted previously, the ambiguity 

inherent in the existing guidelines not only enables conflict but can exacerbate it 

due to differing expectations or interpretations. The fair distribution of 

legislated, consistent buffer zone requirements could mitigate the instances of 

land use conflict. 

Additionally, the authors are aware of several examples both within and outside the case study regions 

where DAs for agricultural enterprise were dismissed by the relevant local council due to community 

concerns rather than actual impacts. While concerns about development or operations which could 

impact sensitive receptors should always be taken seriously, it was noted by respondents that council 

decisions can at times be based on misconceptions or misrepresentations.  

In some examples, proposed developments were assumed to be utilising 

outdated farming practices, and in others the concerned respondents seemed 

to be unaware of normal or acceptable farm practice. For instance, a 

proposed intensive operation was not approved due to community 

perceptions that it would cause excessive odour. The community’s concerns 

were based on prior experience of farming methods which have since been 

improved across the industry to better minimise and control odour. The 

opportunity costs of this failed DA included foregone opportunities for local employment, purchase of 

local supplies and the use of compost by-product on neighbouring properties. The subjectivity of 

measuring odour levels was raised by stakeholders in both this and other examples, insofar that defining 

whether an odour is considered ‘offensive’ depends on whether complaints were made or not. 

“The fair 

distribution of 

consistent buffer 

zones could 

mitigate the 

instances of land 

use conflict” 

“Decisions can at 

times be based on 

misconceptions or 

misrepresentation” 
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The DA approval process tends to focus on reducing the risk of 

complaints related to agricultural production, rather than ensuring the 

development complies with acceptable farming practices. The aim of 

local councils to have “zero complaints” can have the effect of stifling 

agricultural innovation by disallowing applications which involve best 

practice or new technology based on staff or community perceptions of 

formerly employed methods. 

A recent study on Best Practice Land Use Planning (Cosby & Howard, 

2019) identified the increasing complexity of planning frameworks as an impact on the viability of 

farming. This was also evident in the case study regions for this report. Many farmers reported 

difficulties in navigating DA pathways, creating delays and increasing costs to the point of making the 

proposed development unviable. Some farmers submitting a DA for expansion were required to obtain 

multiple independent consultant reports on impacts of the proposed development, which added tens of 

thousands of dollars to an already costly process. There appears to be inconsistent agreement on what 

constitutes “satisfactory requirements” in supplying evidence to support the DA process across local 

councils. This need for multiple reports also delays the approval process, causing economic impacts on 

farmers from lost production time.  

Interviewed stakeholders noted that some requirements for agricultural developments seemed 

unnecessary and increased the financial burden on farmers. For example, in the Camden LGA a DA must 

be submitted to be able to spread livestock manure as fertiliser on an area greater than six metres 

squared. Farmers in other LGAs were required to ensure industrial grade fire regulations and accessibility 

for people with disabilities in poultry sheds. Development processes must be tailored to the uniqueness 

of agricultural enterprises rather than being grouped together with all industrial manufacturing. 

2.5 Critical assets 

A growing population means land uses, such as residential, mining and renewable energy generation will 

need to continue to expand to meet future increased demand. This will create a heightened risk of 

increased land use conflict in the future as incompatible industries compete for limited, and declining, 

resources. Further, the impacts of climate change will negatively impact on the health of the natural 

capital agriculture relies on to produce food and fibre, reducing the land 

available for profitable and sustainable agricultural production (McRobert 

et al., 2019). Critical agricultural assets need to be identified and 

protected by all levels of government to secure the future of the 

industry.  

There is a lack of strategic identification and protection of critical 

agricultural assets across NSW at present. Current strategies of industries 

coexisting with agriculture do not appear to be working and are causing significant economic, personal 

and social impacts on community members.   

For example, conflict in the Greater Hume region is occurring due to solar developments being proposed 

on prime agricultural land. These State Significant Developments (SSDs) are being proposed for the region 

due to the availability of required infrastructure and proximity to transmission lines, with seemingly little 

regard to the suitability of the land.   

Tension between extractive industries and agriculture is clearly apparent in the North West region. 

Mining and agricultural operations are competing for natural capital resources, such as land and water, 

“The DA approval process 

tends to focus on reducing 

the risk of complaints 

rather than ensuring the 

development complies 

with acceptable practice” 

“Critical agricultural 

assets need to be 

identified and 

protected by all levels 

of government” 
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often impacting negatively on farmers in the community. An imbalance of power exists in the planning 

process, where farmers do not have comparatively equitable resources as international mining 

companies to contest planning decisions.  

Currently, SSDs such as mining and solar development are often implemented without adequately 

addressing farmer and local community concerns. Communities often feel a lack of insight and 

participation in the development process, as local government have less power in SSD approvals. The 

consent authority for an SSD application is the Minister for Planning, unless there are more than 25 public 

rejections throughout the consultation or if the local council objects to the development. In these cases, 

an Independent Planning Commission is the consent authority rather than the council in local 

development applications (NSW Planning, Industry & Environment, 2019).  

As examples, producers interviewed for the North West case study indicated there was insufficient 

information and a lack of transparency regarding the air emissions inventories of Whitehaven’s Vickery 

mine project (Section 3.3). Stakeholders in the Greater Hume region noted they lose insight and 

participation in the development process once a project becomes an SSD (Section 3.2). 

The inflexibility of the SSD submission process can also be prejudicial to farmers, such as in the case of 

the proposed Jindera solar farm in the Greater Hume. The community was given 28 days to respond to 

the lengthy and highly technical Environmental Impact Statement (EIS); however, this period coincided 

with the middle of harvest season when local farmers who would be impacted by the development were 

already working very long hours and would struggle to find time to respond or write a submission.  

Identification of critical assets and planning decisions must balance the trade-offs between short-term 

economic gains from highly profitable solar power developments and extraction companies and long-

term solutions for food security agriculture provides. Identifying areas in the State which are critical to 

agricultural production and areas which are critical to other industries will help decrease conflict 

regarding SSDs and agriculture.  

The recognition of State Significant Agricultural Land (SSAL) and inclusion of Biophysical Strategic 

Agricultural Land (BSAL) in the new Primary Production and Rural Development SEPP will be an important 

step in demonstrating the value of farm-related land use to stakeholders. Other changes to planning 

frameworks can likewise mitigate conflict and clearly signal the importance of agriculture to NSW, such as 

revising zoning regulation to avoid alienation of productive land; a fairer distribution of consistent buffer 

zone requirements; and recognition of the impact of proposed development on existing agricultural 

operations and on the future productivity of identified BSAL and SSAL. 
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3. NSW REGIONAL CASE STUDIES 

The logical extension of the desk review conducted in the first phase of the project was to investigate the 

key issues via discussions with impacted stakeholders in areas of notable agricultural land use pressure in 

four different NSW regions. The regions were selected to represent a diverse geographic spread (Figure 

1), differing agricultural commodities and a range of land use conflict situations.  

 

Figure 1: The case study areas within NSW 
Source: NSW DPI, modified by authors 

Interviews were held in each of the selected study regions3 with local government authorities, individual 

farmers and farm groups, local residents and relevant State government regulatory authorities4 in order 

to gain an understanding of: 

• the nature of the right to farm issues in the region, 

• how these have evolved over time,  

• the current measures that are in place to address these issues,  

• the impact of these measures and the complaints on farmers 

• any future measures planned as a response to the issues that have emerged. 

The insights identified in the desk review (Section 4) were also discussed with local councils and local 

government authorities during these regional investigations to test suitability of implementation in the 

NSW context. 

While common themes in land use conflict were apparent in each region, each also demonstrated unique 

characteristics which informed a deeper understanding of the issue. 

In Greater Sydney, the rapid - and often unsympathetic - expansion of development in the peri-urban 

landscapes has resulted in a rise in farm-related nuisance complaints and an exit of farming businesses. 

Some remaining farmers feel stranded in terms of access to transport and water and constrained from 

 
3 Some stakeholders were interviewed via phone call or video meeting before or after the regional visits 
4 The suitability of stakeholders for consultation was based on the research team’s understanding of their levels of relevant 
knowledge and experience, along with availability and willingness to be interviewed. While these findings are not 
exhaustive, the interviews demonstrated notable commonalities in response which are presented in this section. 
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developing the business by expanding residential buffer zones. A primary driver of these conflicts is the 

lack of understanding of normal farm practice and its potential impacts on sensitive receptors. 

The Greater Hume region has seen an influx of SSD applications for solar projects, with residents and 

primary producers concerned about amenity, loss of agricultural production, potential environmental 

impacts and impacts on public liability insurance costs. Many residents reported that the SSD planning 

process failed to address the community’s concerns, particularly about the loss of productive land. 

Conflicts between farmers and council have also occurred in the area due to the subjective interpretation 

of some definitions in planning policies, such as ‘extensive’ and ‘intensive’ or whether structures are 

considered temporary or permanent.  

In addition to the usual peri-urban nuisance cases, direct competition in the North West for essential 

resources such as land and water between extracting companies and agriculture exacerbates the levels of 

conflict apparent in the region. Many farmers in the area are concerned about the implications of mining 

on their health, the environment, the community’s social fabric and their future ability to farm profitably 

and sustainably.  

Intensive plant agriculture (IPA), particularly berry production, has significantly increased in the North 

Coast region over the past decade. For example, Coffs Harbour City Council receives a variety of 

complaints regarding IPA, including clearing of vegetation for farm establishment, mismanagement of 

water, health and environmental impacts of spray drift, visual amenity from netting and a lack of buffer 

zones to residential dwellings and waterways. Cultural differences between sectors of the community 

and many of the growers in the region are also fuelling the conflict. 

These overviews are expanded in the following sections5, supported by anecdotal examples of conflict 

impacts from each region. 

3.1 Greater Sydney 

Camden, Wollondilly and the Hawkesbury 

• Increased urbanisation has led to a rise in nuisance complaints 

• Strategic planning fails to value agricultural land 

• Farmers feel ‘squeezed out’ by residential encroachment 

The peri-urban landscapes of Greater Sydney are becoming increasingly fragmented through 

accommodating land users with competing needs (i.e. residential, industrial and agricultural). The rapid 

(and often unsympathetic) expansion of urban development has resulted in a rise in farm-related 

nuisance complaints and an exit of farming businesses. Some remaining farmers feel stranded in terms of 

access to transport and water and constrained from developing the business by expanding residential 

buffer zones. 

Due to this fragmentation, the number and size of farms in the region has declined while the 

intensification of agricultural production has increased (Cordell et al., 2016; Jewell, 2008) as farmers try 

to maintain profitability on less land (Table 4). The risk of issues with odour, dust and noise (and 

subsequent conflict with neighbours) is often heightened in intensive farming operations. 

The Sydney Peri Urban Network (SPUN) stretches out from the Blue Mountains and Hawkesbury up to 

Gosford and down to the Shoalhaven area. The case study areas for this report focused on the Camden, 

 
5 As the case studies are designed to be read as standalone chapters for those with a specific interest in particular regions, 

key themes and issues are often repeated throughout this section. 
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Wollondilly and Hawkesbury LGAs where farming operations and residential amenity are reportedly 

often in conflict. 

While land use conflict is usually increased with growing urbanisation such as is evident in Greater 

Sydney, farming in peri-urban environments can also provide benefits and opportunities for farmers, as 

outlined in Table 3. Addressing land use conflict could mitigate some adverse impacts of urbanisation, 

allowing farmers to focus on capturing the benefits of proximity to market.  

Table 3: Potential benefits and impacts of farm proximity to residential areas 

Benefits  Impacts 

• Increased availability of nutrient and organic 

matter from urban waste 

• Increased off-farm employment opportunities 

• Ease of access to resources such as labour 

• Opportunity to produce high value crops such as 

fresh fruit and vegetables which benefit from 

market proximity (reduced food miles and 

spoilage) 

• Opportunities for market differentiation and 

alternative income streams e.g. roadside market 

stalls, niche local supply chains via social media 

• Higher land value allowing increased borrowing 

power, providing financial resilience 

•  Increased risk of conflict between 

neighbouring residents and farmers 

• Increased traffic congestion creating difficulties 

in moving equipment / stock  

• A reduction in water availability for farming as 

water sharing plans in peri-urban areas usually 

allocate first to people, then the environment 

and last to agriculture 

• Adverse impact from higher land prices for 

farmers who lease land rather than own  

Source: Authors’ compilation based on stakeholder interview findings 

Table 4: High value production in Greater Sydney (2015-16) 
 

NSW Greater Sydney 

Agricultural GVP (A$ millions) $13,086m $780m 

Agricultural area (million hectares) 53.44m ha 0.05m ha 

GVP per hectare (A$/ha) $245/ha $15,517/ha 

Source: (ABARES, 2019) 

Poultry farms, market gardens, orchards, nurseries and mushroom production are prominent agricultural 

operations in the Greater Sydney region, with 61% of the State’s outdoor vegetable production, 71% of 

indoor vegetable production and 50% of poultry coming out of the region in 2016-17. Agricultural land 

comprises 18% of the Greater Sydney region (ABARES, 2019). 
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Land use conflicts 

In the LGAs studied, complaints received by 

local councils regarding agriculture are most 

frequently from residential neighbours.  

Complaints in the Camden and Wollondilly 

shires tend to focus on the dominant 

agricultural land users - poultry farming and 

market gardens - specifically relating to 

odour, noise, spray drift, and night-time 

transportation of birds. Several farmers in the 

region interviewed for this project had sold or 

ceased operations (or planned to in the near 

future) due to the economic and personal 

impacts of land use conflict.  

Complaints regarding lawful, acceptable 

agricultural practices usually arise from 

residential neighbours who are often naïve as 

to the realities of living near a farming 

operation. Residents who do not rely on 

agriculture as their livelihood lack an 

understanding of farming as a business which 

must adapt and change to remain profitable 

and viable. Neighbours often do not wish for 

things to change and object to development 

which could pose a change to their 

surrounding environment.  

These community perceptions can influence 

the outcome of farmers’ DAs. Due to the 

subjective nature of complaints relating to 

odour, dust and visual amenity, discussions 

can be quite emotional.  During interviews, 

examples of conflict suggested that local 

councils were influenced by neighbours’ 

emotional reaction rather than relying on 

scientific evidence. 

Conflict was also found to be common 

occurrence between local councils and 

agricultural producers specifically 

surrounding DAs. Interviewees noted that 

some requirements for agricultural 

developments seemed unnecessary and 

increased the financial burden on farmers. 

Fear of the unknown  
A Sydney poultry producer who had been farming 

without conflict in the area for decades experienced 

extreme frustration with a DA for expansion which led 

to ongoing discord with neighbours and council. The 

proposed development was situated in Zone RU1 

(Primary Production) and met all requirements. 

Approval was recommended by council officers – who 

are not under pressure from a voting public – but 

councillors decided against it due to community 

concerns. 

The producer took the proposal to the LEC but 

described this process as “daunting, intimidating, 

costly, and not good for your health”. The LEC ruled in 

favour of the development. The producer said zoning is 

not working as it did not hold enough weight in the 

legal process. 

The process of applying, appealing and eventually 

expanding took five years, which included an estimated 

three lost years of production. The direct costs of the 

project were in excess of $100,000. While very costly, 

the producer felt this was the only option to ensure the 

farm’s viability into the next decade and beyond. 

During the application, the producer – who had 

hitherto received no complaints about the operation – 

was the subject of numerous complaints about odour, 

dust and noise.  

The complaints continued beyond the DA and 

expansion, and were often the same (or similar) in 

nature, despite the producer’s strict adherence to 

regulation and industry codes of practice. The producer 

was exasperated that each time a complaint was made, 

they were made to feel guilty and had to defend the 

operation. The onus never seemed to be on the 

complainant to prove fault or offence. Each complaint 

required the producer to take time out of their 

business to show a council officer around. 

While the producer continued to farm – partly “from 

stubbornness” – the accumulated stress and financial 

impact took a toll, and the next generation decided not 

to follow their parents into poultry farming in a peri-

urban environment. 
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For example, a Camden farmer reported requiring a 

DA to spread compost and manure as fertiliser on an 

area greater than six metres squared (on a 

floodplain). The aim of this condition was to avoid 

conflict by reducing odour impacts on neighbouring 

receptors. However, this condition has had an 

adverse impact on both the farmer and the 

environment. Soil health was compromised from a 

lack of nutrients and the farmer suffered 

economically both from loss of soil productivity and 

costs incurred to cart and dispose of the manure 

ordered.  

Contributing factors 

Planning 

Difficulties with navigating the DA process were 

experienced by every producer interviewed for this 

case study. Local council responses to this issue 

varied, with some offering some directional 

guidelines in navigating the process, but largely the 

councils are unable to resource any level of 

meaningful support. Inconsistencies in interpretation 

of the Land Use Conflict Risk Assessment (LUCRA) 

tool, SEPP and buffer guidelines created or 

exacerbated conflict in the implementation of 

planning policies. 

Farmers reported not only significant direct costs but 

also notable opportunity costs from the delays 

experienced in the DA process. Interviewees also 

noted inconsistencies in expectations of independent 

consultant reports, often resulting in farmers being 

asked to fund new environmental impact statement 

(EIS reports), further increasing DA-related costs. 

Some eventually withdrew their applications due to 

delays, costs and/or the stress toll. Those who 

withdrew DAs said that their farm operations were 

then no longer viable in the long term and they 

planned to sell or cease the business. 

The use and provision of buffer distances between 

conflicting land uses was found to be problematic in 

Greater Sydney. An example of this included 

residential development being constructed very close 

to the boundary fence of a farmer who had been 

producing on his property for generations. Due to the 

placement of the house, the farmer can no longer 

It’s all about the optics 

A Sydney orchardist who applied to install 

nets in order to protect a fruit crop from 

flying foxes and lorikeets was initially told 

that the nets would ruin the area’s visual 

amenity.  

The Council concerned did not have a policy 

in place – nor the experienced staff – to 

independently assess the application and 

used an outdated South Australian policy as a 

point of reference.  

While the DA process progressed, the flying 

foxes and birds continued to eat the crop and 

the farmer suffered ongoing losses. At one 

stage, the DA hinged on whether the nets 

would be grey as proposed (standard issue 

and readily available at a reasonable costs) or 

green at Council’s request (special order at a 

greater cost and time delay). Residents and 

council officers also expressed concerns 

about the structure and visual impact of light 

reflection. 

After two years, the application was finally 

approved – but the farmer no longer had 

discretionary funds available for the project. 

In all, it was five years between the initial 

request and the installation of the nets. 

The orchardist found the economic cost hard 

to quantify as crops differ each year. 

However, he noted that in the year before 

nets were erected, 100% of produce was lost 

and in the subsequent year (with nets) 

income was between $130-$180,000. On top 

of the opportunity cost, the farmer spent 

around $15,000 in legal and DA fees. 

Since the nets have been erected, the council 

has received no complaints about visual 

amenity. The farmer found the entire process 

very stressful, particularly considering that 

netting is a ‘normal’ farm practice which he 

felt should have been recognised or 

defended by council at the outset. 
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spray a section of the property and it has been effectively sterilised for productive use. In addition, 

neighbours have complained to council about ‘unsightly’ grass in paddocks and the farmer was asked by a 

council officer to keep the paddocks mown to a height of 5cm to improve visual amenity. The farmer was 

understandably frustrated that council tried to enforce a vexatious of compliance on the property rather 

than explaining normal farm practice to the complainant. 

Across the LGAs investigated, there was a clear desire from councils to value and protect agricultural land 

from development but a reported lack of support from NSW planning offices to do so. 

Communication 

A lack of communication between neighbours regarding agricultural operations and development can 

obviously cause or exacerbate conflict. Building respectful relationships with neighbours can reduce the 

risk of conflict in peri-urban (and other) areas; however, it is often difficult for people to manage 

communication well in a conflict situation, particularly without structured support. 

Residential neighbours may not understand normal farming practices, such as the need to transport 

poultry during the night for best-practice animal welfare. Fostering good communication channels can 

encourage acceptance of these practices and help avoid conflict. For example, one farmer held 

information nights on their poultry farm in the Greater Sydney LGA (which were attended by industry 

representatives, council officers and community members) to help improve awareness about regular 

farming practices and to address any neighbour concerns directly. This model has limitations, specifically 

related to biosecurity concerns, but was beneficial in providing a channel for constructive 

communication.  

In another example of good communication, farmers worked cooperatively with animal rights activists to 

manage a pest problem. An infestation of flying foxes was creating issues in the Greater Sydney area. 

Farmers were wanted to protect their produce from damage and animal rights groups wanted to protect 

the flying foxes. To ensure the animals were not baited or culled, the two groups worked together and 

secured funding to install nets over orchards. Effective and proactive communication and collaborative 

efforts led to a positive outcome for the entire community.  

Resolution options 

The Wollondilly Shire Council has several mechanisms and frameworks in place to minimise land use 

conflict and right to farm issues, including the Rural Industry Community Advisory Committee (RICAC), 

which enables farmers to discuss local issues directly with Council and to develop initiatives to promote 

the longevity of agriculture in the Shire; and an Agricultural Enterprise Credit Scheme, which could allow 

farmers to earn saleable ‘ag credits’ to be on-sold to developers. The RICAC in particular is an interesting 

model of a proactive approach to engagement which aims to both mitigate land use conflict and support 

local agricultural industry which is integral to the Shire’s character. 

The RICAC, which has been operating for around 15 years, comprises members of the poultry, dairy and 

beef cattle, agri-tourism, horticulture and market garden farming communities, a representative of the 

NSW DPI and of the Cumberland Livestock Health and Pest Authority. The group meets quarterly with the 

Council to canvass a wide range of issues which can include (but not limited to) harvestable water rights, 

strategic planning, transport restrictions, agribusiness development, the DA process, rates systems and 

community liaison.  

The Committee offers a clear channel for communication between industry and various levels of 

government and is a mechanism to support initiatives to enhance agricultural production in the LGA. The 
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Committee not only provides a platform for local producers to raise concerns or ideas, but also ensures 

that Councillors and LGA staff are well versed in the realities and requirements of agriculture in the 

region, and have an informed understanding of acceptable farm practice. The RICAC is a proactive, 

cooperative approach to engagement which, while not always operating in its ideal state, provides an 

important opportunity to improve transparency between agricultural producers, Shire residents and 

council. 

The market-based Agricultural Enterprise Credit Scheme is intended to secure a sustainable future for the 

region’s agricultural industry by enabling local farmers to earn saleable credits for producing food. The 

credits can then be purchased by developers to increase the density of residential developments, 

providing a specific value for land use. This scheme, which will be implemented under a review of the 

council's Voluntary Planning Agreement (VPA), aims to both protect agricultural land and encourage 

regional food production. As it was only approved by Wollondilly Council in December 2019, there is no 

information yet available on the efficacy of the project. While critics are concerned the scheme could 

potentially inflate land prices and place further regulatory burdens on farmers and developers, 

proponents view it as a means of valuing local agricultural production and reducing land use conflict.  

Wollondilly Council also provides a fact sheet on ‘being a good neighbour’ to new residents, which 

outlines the reality of living near productive agricultural land and aims to make interactions between 

No evidence for impact 
A poultry farmer on the outer fringe of Greater Sydney submitted a DA to the local council to extend 

operations on their property, which had run similar practices for decades.  

Prior to the expansion proposal there had been no conflict with residential neighbours. However, 

once the application was lodged, numerous complaints about the existing operation regarding odour, 

dust and noise were presented to council. One of the complainants had been granted approved by 

council to build a residential dwelling 100m from an existing poultry shed which had been in 

operation for more than 20 years.  

The farmer spent approximately $100,000 on the initial application and required environmental 

impact statements on noise, dust, odour, traffic, hydrology, flora and fauna. An additional $50,000 

was spent on extra reports as council deemed those provided by the consultants insufficient.  

The application went to the Joint Regional Planning Panels who recommended against the DA ‘too 

ambitious’. The community unrest regarding the development appeared to influence the planner’s 

decision, despite claims of reduced air quality, odour on clothing and reduced property values being 

unsubstantiated. Scientific reports demonstrating the expansion would not result in significant impact 

were not considered useful. 

The farmer decided not to appeal to the NSW Land and Environment Court as all impact statements 

and reports would need to be redone. It was also likely that the number of sheds on the application 

would need to be halved to have a positive outcome in a court setting. Combined with the legal fees, 

these costs rendered the expansion unviable.  

The financial and mental stress of this year-long process took a dramatic emotional toll on the farmer 

and contributed to a family breakdown. While the business is still in operation, the farmer does not 

plan to grow it further and expects to one day sell the land for residential development. 
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farmers and neighbours amicable (Wollondilly Shire Council, n.d.). Interviewees noted that while 

provision of the fact sheet is well-intentioned, it has not been effective.  

Camden Council’s Rural Lands Strategy (Camden Council, 2018) is another example of proactive 

management of land use conflict. While the Camden LGA has historically been a highly productive rural 

region, planned land development within the South West Growth Area (SWGA) will reduce the total area 

of rural land from currently half to just one-third of the LGA. A number of other State-led development 

projects will place even more pressure on Camden’s rural lands, including the Western Sydney Airport, 

South West Rail Link extension and the M9 Orbital. 

To protect agricultural activities and avoid further fragmentation of agricultural lands, Camden Council 

has developed a Rural Lands Strategy alongside a Community Strategic Plan, which addresses the 

challenges and opportunities expressed by the community regarding the SWGA and the desire to retain 

the LGA’s rural character. The Rural Lands Strategy aligns to the principles of the Community Strategic 

Plan, the NSW Right to Farm Policy and the Camden Economic Development Strategy. 

The Strategy is intended to guide decisions regarding land use planning on and adjacent to rural zoned 

land in order to minimise land use conflict and maximise the area’s rural amenity; however, the Strategy 

does not apply to land within the SWGA.  

The key planning principles of the Rural Lands Strategy are to: 

1. Protect Camden’s remaining rural lands; 

2. Retain Camden’s valued scenic and cultural landscapes;  

3. Provide certainty and avoid rural land fragmentation; 

4. Minimise and manage rural land use conflict; 

5. Enhance Camden’s rural economy; 

6. Minimise unplanned non-agricultural development; and 

7. Maximise opportunities for relocation of rural enterprises. 

 

3.2 Greater Hume 

Albury, Culcairn and Jindera 

• Lack of proactive planning for SSD 

• Previous lack of SEPP definitions & clarification 

• Neighbour complaints centred on intensive animal agriculture  

The Greater Hume region has seen an influx of State-Significant Development (SSD) applications for solar 

projects, with residents and primary producers concerned about amenity, loss of agricultural production, 

potential environmental impacts and impacts on public liability insurance accessibility. Many residents 

reported that the SSD planning process failed to address the community’s concerns. Conflicts between 

farmers and council have also occurred in the area due to the subjective interpretation of some 

definitions in planning policies, such as ‘extensive’ and ‘intensive’ or whether structures are considered 

temporary or permanent. Lack of clear definitions in State and local planning policies has fostered an 

environment where land use conflict risk is heightened.   
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Land use conflicts 
In addition to strong agricultural activity, the availability of infrastructure and proximity to electricity 

transmission lines - which significantly reduces set up costs for developers - makes the area preferable for 

solar development (Figure 2).  

At the time of undertaking this case study investigation, several proposals for State significant solar 

developments in the Greater Hume area had been submitted to the NSW Department of Planning 

Infrastructure and Environment (NSW DPIE) and were at various stages in the approval process. 

Developments that have capital investment value of more than $30 million are classed as ‘State 

significant’ and are assessed through the State planning approval process rather than through the local 

council approvals process (NSW Government, 2011). All proposed solar developments in the area are 

valued over this threshold.   

 

Figure 2: NSW Priority Transmission Projects 
Source: (Department of Planning and Environment, 2018) 

Many residents are opposed to the solar developments, for reasons which include, but are not limited to: 

• loss of productive agricultural land; 

• compromised visual amenity for neighbouring landholders; 

• associated decreases in land value of neighbouring properties due to cumulative impacts of solar 

developments; 

• uncertainty on a potential increase in heat and fire danger; and 

• lack of assurance that someone will be held accountable to rehabilitate the land if solar 

development companies cease to exist. 

It should be noted that not all community members in the region oppose the solar farms, which creates 

conflict not only between solar developments and neighbouring land users but also between community 

members with differing views. 

A lack of clear definitions in State and local planning policies has fostered a heightened risk environment 

for land use conflict. Subjectivity of some definitions in planning policies such as extensive and intensive, 

as well as whether structures where considered temporary or permanent, have caused conflicts in the 

Greater Hume area between farmers and the local council. Leaving definitions open to interpretations 

and not having clear planning policies can impact farmers by forcing a DA for a project which in other 
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LGAs may not require a DA. This incurs direct and indirect costs on farming businesses and can stymie 

business growth.  

Conflict over land use between the community and farmers was also apparent in the development 

process for a new piggery in the region. The wider community tended to benchmark expectations of new 

agricultural developments against their perceptions of older developments, which may use technology 

or practices that have been superseded by more efficient (and less impactful) techniques. Lack of 

knowledge about and understanding of the realities of agriculture in the community causes considerable 

angst over proposed developments, which can in turn prompt councillors to reject DAs based on 

community sentiment rather than evidence.  

Odour is also a common source of land use conflict in the Greater Hume, as conditions in the area are 

conducive to intensive livestock production such as piggeries. For example, longstanding and costly 

conflict is occurring between one local piggery and nearby sensitive receptors. While measures to reduce 

odour and increase goodwill with neighbours have been undertaken, the conflict is to date unresolved. In 

some cases the number and frequency of complaints has dramatically fluctuated despite limited changes 

in management of operations at the facility. It has been postulated that group or community perspectives 

of the severity of odour can influence individual perceptions and subsequently the amount of complaints 

made; however, physical and geographic factors (such as katabatic drift) can exacerbate the severity of 

odour impact, in which case the perception is equivalent to the reality of impact. This example highlights 

the complexity of land use conflict regarding odour, as both physical and emotional influences must be 

accounted for in its measurement. 

Contributing factors 

Planning 

Through stakeholder interviews, it was noted that the local community felt like they lose insight and 

participation in the development process once a project becomes an SSD. Council noted that members 

of the community often feel that local government have substantial power in SSD approvals, which is not 

the case.  

Unlike local DAs where the council is the consent authority, for SSD applications the Minister for Planning 

or an Independent Planning Commission decides the outcome of applications depending on the number 

of public rejections to the development and the support of the local council. The local council can 

officially object to an SSD in their LGA, which forces the application to automatically be direct to the 

Independent Commission (NSW Planning, Industry & Environment, 2019).  

The community is provided with opportunities to respond to proposed SSDs however, issues and 

limitations exist regarding this submission process. For example, in the case of the proposed Jindera solar 

farm, the community was given 28 days to respond to the lengthy and technical Environmental Impact 

Statement (EIS). This response period was across harvest season where impacted farmers worked lengthy 

hours and struggled to find time to write a submission. Many locals perceived this as a lack of 

understanding of the realities of agricultural production by government agencies.  The NSW State 

Government announced in November 2019 the plan to develop three Renewable Energy Zones (REZs) in 

the State’s Central-West, New England and South-West regions through the Electricity Strategy. The REZs 

involve development of new grid infrastructure and aim to capitalise on economies of scale by connecting 

multiple generators (such as wind and solar farms) in the same location to unlock renewable energy 

generation at a reduced cost. The NSW Government notes “they provide opportunities for upfront 

planning and early communication engagement and involvement” (NSW Government, 2019a).There 
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appears to be a lack of proactive State-wide strategies which plan for significant infrastructure 

developments that conflict with agriculture, such as solar power generation. The solar plants are 

being proposed in the Greater Hume area because of the available infrastructure rather than the 

suitability of the land. Although the State Government has now announced the REZs, little 

information is currently available on a specific location of the South West REZ region. Considering 

the applications for development will likely have a decision before the zones are fully developed, it 

could be the case of DAs informing planning policies rather than proactive planning policies 

informing developments.   

The NSW Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) often becomes involved in land use conflict 

issues in agriculture, particularly regarding odour. Actions undertaken by the NSW EPA regulatory 

body are dependent on the risk of harm to human health and the environment as well as the 

likelihood of the event occurring. This creates an environmental risk matrix which informs decisions 

of the regulatory body to focus compliance and enforcement attention on the largest risks.  

For existing operations, odour impacts must be within license requirements. If they are not, 

technologies and practices changes must be adopted to bring odour impacts in line with conditions 

of the licence. For new or proposed developments where odour impact assessments indicate there 

will be issues, developments may need to be scaled back or further mitigation technologies adopted 

before licensing and approval of the DA can occur (Department of Environment & Conservation, 

2006). 

The NSW EPA technical framework for the management and assessment of odour states that the 

benchmark for a facility is whether an odour is considered ‘offensive’ or is being prevented or minimised 

using best management practices and best available technology (Department of Environment & 

Conservation, 2006). As noted in Section 2.3, a lack of education and understanding of what constitutes 

acceptable practices and best technology were lacking across multiple government and regulatory 

bodies. Although the EPA states in their framework that no odour is not a realistic objective, thorough 

understanding of agricultural practices is needed to be able to qualify a farm as meeting the framework 

criteria.  

During interviews, multiple stakeholders mentioned that focus tends to be on mitigating complaints 

related to agricultural production, rather than ensuring the complaints are justified and that the 

agricultural activity is considered an acceptable practice. The subjectivity of measuring odour levels was 

raised by some stakeholders. Some noted that often the determining factor of whether an odour was 

considered ‘offensive’ was if a complaint was made to an agency. It was also mentioned that little care 

was given as to how complaints were minimised, for example whether it was through adopting best 

practice or purchasing the neighbouring land. If there were no complaints, agencies appeared to be 

satisfied with the development.  

When a complaint is made by a neighbouring land user about farming practices, the knowledge, 

experience and qualifications of the farmer can be overlooked. Often farmers find they are placed 

on the same level of expertise as the resident complaining, even if their knowledge of agricultural 

best practices is very limited (i.e. a residential neighbour rather than a farming neighbour). Through 

stakeholder interviews, it seems that often the onus is placed on the farmer to prove they are 

innocent rather than the complainant and/or regulatory body proving that the issue exists (and that 

the farmer is at fault).   
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The State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP) is the responsibility of the Department of Planning. It 

enacts State policy and identifies matters of State significance (Learmonth et al., 2007). Stakeholder 

interviews indicated a previous lack of definition in the SEPP, particularly regarding terms such as 

extensive and intensive agriculture and temporary and permanent structures. This lack of clarity 

allows for subjectivity when councils interpret and apply definitions to local government planning 

instruments. This increases the risk of land use conflict occurring and creates unnecessary regulatory 

burden for farmers, as per the below example. 

The review of the NSW SEPP in 

February 2019 appears to have 

addressed the lack of clarity in 

definitions, with resources on their 

website now providing new Planning 

Guidelines – Intensive Livestock 

Agriculture Development (NSW 

Department of Planning and 

Environment, 2019). In this 

document the Local Environmental 

Plan (LEP) definition of extensive 

agriculture includes the following 

point: “supplementary and 

emergency feeding, and temporary 

penning or housing of animals for 

weaning, dipping or related purposes, 

that is incidental to the grazing of 

livestock or a dairy (pasture-based)”. 

The clear information in this 

document is likely to avoid further 

confusion and wrongful 

interpretation of definitions. 

However, the research team did not 

encounter any examples where this 

resource had been utilised so cannot 

fully comment on its effectiveness in 

minimising land use conflict.     

Compliance resourcing  

Community members expressed concern regarding whether large-scale solar developments were a 

suitable use of productive agricultural land in the area. The region receives reliable rainfall (averaging 

approximately 600mm per annum) making it a productive agricultural area in the State. Through 

attendance at a community meeting, it was apparent that there are disparities between soil 

classification mapping and real-life soil capability.  

While the community understood that the NSW DPI land mapping project was still underway at the time 

of the dispute, questions were posed as to whether the solar developments should be able to go ahead 

without this critical information available (see Section 4.1).  

Extensive or intensive?  
An extensive animal producer in the region experienced 
conflict with a neighbour and local council regarding a cattle 
containment area developed on the property, fuelled 
primarily by a misunderstanding about the proposal. 

The facility is used to protect ground cover and ensure 
animal welfare in periods of reduced rainfall and drought. 
Cattle containment is a valued practice recognised by NSW 
DPI as being “used for short term production or 
maintenance ration feeding” (NSW DPI, 2019).  

After construction of the containment area, a neighbour 
complained to council about expected impacts. Classing it 
as a “feedlot for intensive agriculture”, council directed the 
producer to submit a DA. The producer then hired a 
consultant to communicate with council, provided data 
demonstrating that the use of the facility was temporary, 
and invited the neighbour to inspect the area. 

After visiting the facility and communicating with the 

producer, the neighbour who lodged the complaint revoked 

it. Council did not consider the conflict resolved and 

informed the producer it was waiting to hear back from the 

NSW Government regarding definitions within the SEPP. 

However, several years later no formal resolution has been 

reached. 

This conflict was ongoing for six months and cost the 

producer thousands of dollars in legal and environmental 

consultant fees to defend a practice considered not only 

acceptable but desirable by the DPI. 
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The Greater Hume Council collects a development contribution levy from all new developments 

within the region which it puts towards funding compliance and community facilities (Greater Hume 

Council, 2019). However, State significant projects (such as the proposed solar developments) do not 

attract this levy. If compliance efforts are directed as a responsibility of the local council, who noted 

they are currently under-resourced and struggle to conduct the necessary level of compliance on 

existing developments, the council would further struggle without the development contribution 

levy.  

Communication and education 

There were several cases in the region where a DA for an agricultural enterprise (often intensive 

animal agriculture such as piggeries) was dismissed by the council due to community concerns. It 

was noted that sometimes this can be due to misconceptions from the community who perceive the 

developments as utilising outdated farming practices.   

Improved education and awareness of current agricultural production were discussed several times 

in interviews. There were several cases in the region where people (either from council or the wider 

community) were invited to view the proposed development or source of the conflict, which often 

resulted in a positive outcome for the farmer or increased awareness of the realities of the 

development.   

Resolution options 
The Greater Hume Council is involved in the solar development submissions within the area. At the 

time the research team was visiting the region, the council had recently opposed the application for 

the Jindera solar development.   

Respondents noted that improved education and awareness of agricultural production at a council 

as well as wider community level, may minimise land use conflict in the region.  

 

3.3 North West 

Tamworth, Narrabri and Gunnedah 

• Tension between extractive industries and agriculture - imbalance of power in planning processes 

• Complicated and limited DA process for intensive animal agriculture expansion 

In addition to the usual peri-urban nuisance cases, direct competition for essential resources such as land 

and water between resource extracting companies and agriculture exacerbates the levels of conflict 

apparent in the region. Many farmers in the area are concerned about the implications of mining on their 

health (and the communities), the environment, the community’s social fabric and their future ability to 

farm profitably and sustainably. Common concerns reported include contamination of surface and 

groundwater reserves, air pollution, increased traffic, associated decline in land price, and loss of farming 

productivity.  

The North West region has a strong agricultural focus with beef, sheep, grains and cotton common 

agricultural commodities produced. The region also houses several red meat and poultry processing 

plants. It is among the top agricultural production regions in NSW with a total Gross Value Agricultural 

Production (GVAP) in 2015-16 of close to $2.8 billion, more than 20% of NSW’s total GVAP (ABS, 2017).  
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Land use conflicts 
The North West region is abundant in coal, minerals and petroleum and gas resources (Figure 3). This has 

led to mining and coal seam gas (CSG) extraction emerging as a direct competitor to agriculture for 

resources such as land and water.   

 
Figure 3: Mining titles and applications in the North West region 

Source: (NSW Planning & Environment, 2019) 

Beyond the direct competition for land and water assets, many farmers list multiple negative impacts 

from mining and CSG activities. They include noise and air pollution, aquifer depletion and water 

contamination. Conflict is often exasperated by a perceived lack of transparency around monitoring and 

reporting of off-site impacts.   

Many landholders that neighbour mines feel that the only solution to avoid associated impacts is to sell 

their farms, particularly when conflict resolution procedures are perceived to be difficult or intimidating. 

However, strong attachment to the land and multi generation farms means that these decisions are often 

made unwillingly and under duress, further adding to the pervading atmosphere of conflict between the 

farming and mining sectors.  

Conflict between intensive animal agriculture and neighbouring residents is also an issue in the region. 

Nuisance complaints relating to odour and noise are an issue for many existing poultry operations around 

Tamworth. This conflict extends to approvals and conditions on development applications for new farms 

or expansion of existing operations. Large costs associated with compiling DA’s and the subsequent 

conditions attached are making some farming operations unviable.  

Contributing factors 

Planning 

Proper evidence based planning for SSDs such as coal and gas mines should balance the trade-offs 

between short-term economic gains from the highly profitable mining sector and the long-term solutions 

for food security that agriculture provides (Hilson, 2002; Lechner, et al., 2016). The extent of continuing 

conflict between the mining and farming sectors is an indicator that planning outcomes that deliver this 

delicate balance are not being achieved.  
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The farming sector believes that the planning process does not ensure that mining companies 

incorporate the true cost of doing business by internalising the externalities of natural resource 

extraction. The planning process generally was perceived to be heavily weighted against farmers and 

contributed to considerable levels of stress and anxiety in those trying to pose objections to 

developments or query compliance to existing consent.  

Dissatisfaction and unease stemmed from the 

disparity in available resources and expertise 

between large mining companies and farm 

businesses impacting on the ability to 

participate in a timely and professional manner 

in the planning process. Farmers keenly felt the 

imbalance in power when trying to run a 

business and simultaneously participate in 

expensive and time-consuming processes to 

lodge objections to development applications 

supported by teams of experts well-funded by 

the development proponents. A common 

complaint heard from farmers was that there 

was a complete lack of confidence that 

independent assessments of impact were 

being delivered through the planning process. 

The cost of participating in the planning 

process is having a different impact in another 

type of land use conflict in the region. Poultry 

farmers and feedlots face a continued 

challenge in the cost of development 

applications for new or expanding operations. 

For poultry producers, DAs can impose 

significant costs and compliance burdens with 

EPA regulations, with one farmer noting they 

ceased their DA application for expansion 

because the EPA process was cumbersome and 

too costly.  

Respondents also observed that DA approvals tended to be based on the likelihood of neighbour 

complaints rather than whether best practices were going to be utilised. For example, poultry manure 

may not be allowed to be spread on a farm due to the proximity of a sensitive receptor and the chance it 

will cause odour, rather than the fact it is an industry accepted best practice. 

Compliance resourcing  

Compliance to existing development consent is another area where farmers involved in a range of land 

use conflict issues felt they were disadvantaged in different ways. In the mining and CSG example, 

farmers felt that that the burden of proof was placed on them to prove impact and non-compliance of 

development activities. In the poultry case, many examples were provided where the burden of proof 

again fell on the farmer to demonstrate that their activities were not causing off site impact.  

Addressing the imbalance of power  
The imbalance of power between farmers and large 

mining and CSG companies was consistently raised as 

exasperating land use conflict in the region. In an 

attempt to redress this imbalance several groups have 

established to pool volunteer effort and compile 

submissions and objections to development proposals.  

For example, People for the Plains is a group of mostly 

Narrabri Shire residents who have volunteered 

considerable time and effort to coordinate responses to 

development applications, monitor ongoing activity and 

even initiate legal proceedings against non-compliant 

development.  

The group has developed deep knowledge and 

expertise of planning procedures as well as the process 

for making submissions and representing farmers 

interests. People for the plains contributes multiple 

submissions to enquires and development processes 

that would normally be beyond the capability and 

capacity of individual farm businesses. 

While the effort contributed to the group by volunteers 

is appreciated by the wider community it does however 

come at a cost. Not just in time and commitment but in 

mental health impacts derived from the stress and 

anxiety caused by being in a constant state of conflict. 
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As with the planning process, the cost and complexity of dealing with compliance issues places farmers at 

a disadvantage compared to well-resourced mining companies or regulatory agencies. The 

demonstration of off-site impact is unfortunately competitive and combative in many cases which is one 

of the main amplifiers of conflict. Farmers experiencing impact are finding they must compete with 

alternative evidence provided from the mining companies portraying little or no adverse consequences. 

Once again, the imbalance of power in the ability to collect data and demonstrate impact is stark.  

Stress and anxiety caused by the sense of inevitability of compliance creep and slowly expanding mining 

operations was evident amongst the farmers interviewed. The importance of transparent information 

about compliance to development consent and perceptions of the mining companies’ attitudes towards 

compliance was a key factor in levels of conflict observed. Much less conflict was observed between 

farmers and mining operations who were trusted as being open and transparent with reporting and 

monitoring and that were perceived to have a compliance culture and respect for minimising off-site 

impact.  

Communication 

A significant factor contributing to conflict between agriculture and mining in the North West is the lack 

of trust between all stakeholders. Many farmers feel there is no transparency from the mines leading to 

the constant fear of what is happening behind closed doors. Creating positive mining company culture, 

fostering an environment of mutual respect, trust and transparency and encouraging mutually 

beneficially solutions for mining and agriculture is vital if co-existence is to become a reality. From the 

observations during the case study visit, co-existence is problematic at best and would have to be 

considered to be unachievable without a complete and transformational improvement in trust and 

communication. 

Impacts  
Significant time has been contributed by some farmers in dealing with land use conflict and as a result 

they have incurred a large opportunity cost in time foregone. Cash outlays have also been significant in 

some cases with one group of farmers contributing $10,000 each to fund the preparation of a document 

to provide an evidence base for their land use conflict issue.  

Delayed land use conflict resolution creates uncertainty, increases stress and constrains normal farming 

activities. Respondents indicated they have been experiencing conflict with mining companies for up to 

three years with some still pending a resolution, causing significant frustration and economic impacts to 

their businesses. 

Resolution options 
All councils visited have an interest in protecting productive agricultural land and compliant framing 

practices as agriculture is the main economic driver for the region. For example, the Narrabri council 

acknowledged that agriculture is essential in maintaining the social fabric of the community as compared 

to the mining industry that mainly hires a fly in and fly out workforce who are resident in other local 

government areas. As such, the contribution of mining to the local economy in terms of employment 

creation is limited despite being a State significant activity.  

During our interviews across the LGAs, several resolution options were identified by stakeholders as 

possible pathways forward to reduce land use conflict and right to farm issues.  
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(i) Agricultural precinct: Forming an agricultural precinct i.e. a cluster of intensive farming activity, can 

potentially resolve the land use conflict poultry farmers are facing. However, zoning is a double-edged 

sword as it affects land value for those wanting to capitalise on land value for things like superannuation.  

(ii) Enhance the capacity of regulators: Enabling the EPA and other regulators with more resources to 

understand farming practice and then provide thorough consultation and dispute resolution procedures 

will assure that farmer and community issues have been properly assessed by knowledgeable people and 

concerns have been taken on board. 

(iii) Buffer zone: Ensuring mining companies provide adequate buffer zones between their operations 

and neighbouring land uses, and that these zones are not subject to compliance creep over time could 

minimise or avoid some negative impacts.  

(iv) Communication: The public relations, transparency and trust of mining and gas companies with their 

farming neighbours is essential. Some farmers interviewed live relatively harmoniously with some mining 

and gas companies, while they oppose others, they feel to be less transparent and trustworthy.  

3.4 North Coast 

Coffs Harbour and Grafton 

• Intensive plant agriculture complaints have led to heightened tension between council, residents, 

community segments, industry, EPA et al. 

• Miscommunication about farm practice and residents’ expectations is a common theme 

• Inconsistent approaches to managing land use issues with neighbouring LGAs 

Intensive plant agriculture (IPA) - primarily blueberry production - has increased exponentially in the 

North Coast region leading to an increase in land use conflict.  

In 2016-17, 70% of the $111 million agricultural production in the Coffs Harbour region was driven by the 

blueberry sector. Other notable agricultural commodities produced in the area include bananas, cattle, 

cucumbers and other types of berries such as blackberry and raspberry. The region has seen substantial 

growth of 56% from 2011 to 2016 in the number of people employed in the agricultural industry (CHCC, 

2018).  

Coffs Harbour City Council (CHCC) receives a variety of complaints regarding IPA, including clearing of 

vegetation for farm establishment, mismanagement of water, health and environmental impacts of spray 

drift, visual amenity from netting and a lack of buffer zones to residential dwellings and 

waterways. Cultural differences between sectors of the community and many of the growers in the 

region are also fuelling the conflict. 

The North Coast region is located along a strip of fertile land where the coast is at its closest to the Great 

Dividing Range. The region has experienced an increase in the residential population as the area is 

attractive to seas-changers and retirees due to the lifestyle it provides (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Urban growth area map for Coffs Harbour LGA 
Source: (NSW Planning & Environment, 2017) 

Land use conflicts 
While IPA is not the only form of agricultural production in the region, it is overwhelmingly the subject of 

land use conflict issues. Conflict exists in the North Coast region throughout multiple stages of the IPA 

production progress. The local council regularly receives numerous complaints from not only residential 

neighbours but also other farmers regarding spray drift, odour from spraying, waste management, water 

use and visual impacts from netting. Figure 5 highlights some of the common complaints received at each 

stage of the IPA production cycle, however it should be noted this list is not exhaustive. 

 

Figure 5: Types of complaints received regarding each stage of IPA production 

Source: Authors’ compilation based on interview findings 

Although most of the land use conflicts in the North Coast region are related to IPA production, similar 

complaints to those outlined in Figure 5 also occur in relation to banana and macadamia production. 

Contributing factors 

Planning 

Currently, buffer zones between agriculture and a conflicting land use are not required in the Coffs 

Harbour LGA. The NSW DPI recommendation of a 250-metre buffer distance for outdoor horticulture and 

protected cropping (greenhouses) to sensitive receptors (Wells, 2018b) is not utilised nor enforced by the 

CHCC. During interviews, stakeholders noted this recommendation would be unsuitable for the North 

Coast region as IPA farm sizes can be quite small, meaning a 250m buffer distance would significantly 

reduce productive land making farms unviable.   

Farm set-up

•Excessive or 
insenstive 
vegetation 
clearing

•Loss of visual 
amenity from 
construction of 
netting

Production

•Spray drift and 
equipment 
incorrectly 
calibrated

•Poor waste 
management e.g. 
dumping / 
burning rubbish

•Nutrient run-off 
into waterways

Irrigation

•Extracting 
excess water 
compared to 
water licence 
allowances

•Construction of 
illegal dams

Harvest

•Unhygienic 
conditions for 
temporary 
workers, multiple 
occupancy issues

•Increased traffic 
on local roads 
and unsafe 
parking
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In other LGAs, a common issue was a tendency for residential dwellings to be approved and constructed 

within buffer zones, negating the purpose. Although the North Coast region has experienced similar 

issues, where residential dwellings were constructed near existing farming operations, there are also 

cases of conflict in which farmland has changed from an extensive operation (such as cattle grazing) to an 

intensive enterprise (such as berries or hot houses). Multiple stakeholders noted the onus should be on 

the IPA grower to ensure sufficient buffer zones are in place when land use changes in a way which 

impacts neighbours.  

 

Figure 6: Examples of proactive approaches to minimise land use conflict 

Source: Authors’ compilation 

Some IPA growers had taken a proactive approach in implementing their own buffer zones or vegetation 

screen to minimise conflict with neighbours, for example by reducing the number of rows of berry plants 

in the operation or by planting vegetation screens to minimise visual and spray impacts to neighbouring 

land users (Figure 6). These measures were taken voluntarily by the farmers and included economic costs 

through: 

• Time spent on activities instead of farming 

• Reduction of productive land capacity 

• Earthworks 

• Installation costs and time to install vegetation screening 

These farmers identified the risk of conflict and took proactive measures to reduce the risk which in 

several instances had been successful.   

Compliance resourcing 

Due to the exponential growth of IPA in the region, the frequency and range of issues brought to the 

council also grew exponentially in a short time. With little resourcing available to conduct proactive 
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educational initiatives to avoid issues, CHCC has largely taken a reactive approach to minimising conflict. 

CHCC staff noted the difficulty of dealing with the sheer quantity of IPA-related complaints and conflicts 

with the current level of resourcing.  

Farmers interviewed noted examples where there 

have complained to multiple organisations, such as 

the local council and the police, regarding the poor 

(and sometimes dangerous practices) of 

neighbouring farmers. They noted little appears to 

be done regarding the issues with a lack of 

resourcing being indicated as a possible answer.  

The local council does not have enough staff 

members and funding to manage the increased 

amount of issues, particularly in a proactive 

manner, but also lacks the necessary skills and 

knowledge to best deal with the heightened 

conflict in the region. Interviewees noted better 

collaboration and support mechanisms from State 

agencies would be helpful in the process.  

Communication 

Many IPA growers are undertaking best practice 

and going above and beyond to avoid or minimise 

conflict with neighbouring land users. However, 

there are also cases of IPA growers in the region 

conducting non-compliant or negligent farm 

practices. The consequences of these outliers 

include aggravated conflict, health and safety 

issues and significant environmental damage. 

Unfortunately, the few growers who undertake 

poor farming practices impact on the social licence 

of the entire industry. Growers undertaking best 

practice should be promoted by industry and councils to increase community awareness and educate 

other growers on acceptable versus unacceptable farm practice.  

Misinformation about IPA farming practices is common in the region and has previously been projected 

by local media and members of the community. An example of this is the community misconception that 

IPA growers spray chemicals at night because they are attempting to hide bad practices, whereas the 

actual reason for night-time spraying is to protect bees. Some interviewees suggested there was a role 

for industry and grower groups in increasing engagement and education of IPA farming practices with the 

community.  

Improved communication between residential neighbours and IPA growers appears to minimise land use 

conflict by fostering trust. When relationships were non-existent or strained, there was typically more 

ongoing conflict and resulting emotional turmoil. Both farmers and the CHCC noted that often neighbours 

would just like to know what is going on, to feel included in decisions and to be respected.   

Stakeholder interviewers confirmed findings from studies conducted by CHCC (Hessey et al., 2019) which 

indicated that mandatory notification to neighbouring landholders before pesticide spraying could be an 

Establishing trust  
A producer spoke with the research team about 

their experience in establishing an IPA operation 

on a land previously used for grazing within the 

case study region.  

When the farmer purchased the property, 

conflict surrounding IPA production was already 

prevalent in the area. Within moments of 

meeting neighbours, the farmer was being asked 

about their intentions with the land and not to 

put blueberries in as the neighbours did not want 

the pollution they associated with IPA.  

The producer worked hard to breakdown these 

barriers with the neighbours and establishing 

trusting, positive and respectable relationships 

with them. The grower communicated with 

neighbouring in a nice way and aimed to address 

their concerns, but also stuck to the planned 

agenda of implementing IPA.  

The grower has been on the property now for 

several years and have minimal issues with 

neighbouring landholders and notes establishing 

clear communication with neighbours has gone a 

long way in minimising conflict.  
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appropriate solution to residents’ concerns over spray drift. It is currently not a legislative requirement in 

NSW but is recommended by the NSW EPA. They note notification of spraying should be a consideration 

for industry when developing best practice standards (NSW EPA, n.d.). 

Using technology, communication regarding spraying could take place via email or text message without 

the need for face-to-face interaction and at minimal burden to the farmer. Stakeholders noted that some 

IPA growers do voluntarily notify their neighbours before spray events and that this has a positive impact 

on minimising conflict.  

Cultural differences between sectors of the community and many of the growers in the North Coast 

region are also fuelling the conflict. While these differences cannot be overcome with changes to 

planning, they should be a primary consideration when designing engagement strategies. Cultural 

barriers will impact on the effectiveness of 

land use conflict changes at local and State 

levels.  

Education 

No background, experience or knowledge 

of agriculture is necessary in order to be 

able to purchase, clear and establish 

farmland. This has created spiralling issues 

in the LGA, with poor farm set-up 

fostering unacceptable farm practices and 

increasing the risk of conflict with 

neighbours. In the North Coast region, 

interviewees noted examples where 

hothouses were installed in places where 

run-off enters shared waterways; fertiliser 

piles were left uncovered and close to 

boundaries and where netting had failed 

to be maintained causing both visual and 

physical pollution. 

New growers to the region who have 

limited experience and knowledge of 

farming, do not appear to have sufficient 

access to education and assistance to 

adopt best practices. Respondents noted 

that current extension and education 

officers - whether government agencies, 

industry bodies or grower representative 

bodies - appear to be stretched too thin, 

and reiterated the importance of officers 

Misconceptions fuelling angst 

When conflict occurs, it often fuels further conflict which 

stems from feelings of concern rather than factual issues.  

Many members of the North Coast community are upset 

about the poor farming practices of some IPA producers 

in the region. Their level of distress creates a frame of 

reference in which all (or most) producers are “tarred 

with the same brush”, closing off channels of 

communication. 

In one example, a demonstration about the health 

impacts of poor practice was staged outside a farm. The 

protest was also reported extensively in the media, with 

the farm (and thus the farmer) clearly identifiable. 

The farmer implements above-industry standards on his 

farm, including self-imposed buffer zones on his 

property.  He felt unfairly vilified and was particularly 

upset that his children were also then targeted via social 

media bullying. 

These events stemmed from a severe lack of 

communication between the parties which formed 

misconceptions regarding farming practices 

implemented on IPA operations.  

The demonstration caused community division and 

significantly impacted the mental health of the farmer 

and his family.  
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whose role is to educate farmers and 

improve their management practices, 

rather than demonise and prosecute them.  

There are positive stories of growers who 

are part of industry groups, such as Oz 

Group and Costa, who have been provided 

with support in implementing best 

practices. For example, Oz Group has 

previously calibrated members’ spray 

equipment and provided education 

services. Although these workshops have 

been open to independent growers as well 

as members, industry and grower 

representative groups have limited power 

in ensuring independent growers are 

complying with best practice.  

Resolution options 

The CHCC is proposing to amend the LEP to 

require development consent for new or 

expanding IPA operations on land zoned as 

Rural Landscape (RU2) in the region (CHCC, 

2018). The aim of this change is to be able 

to ensure farmers have appropriate farm 

design and are adopting best practices to 

reduce land use conflict with sensitive 

receptors. 

The Council is working with industry to 

establish ‘exemption development’ 

criteria, which when fulfilled, would 

exempt producers from needing to submit 

a DA for their proposed IPA production or expansion. The CHCC is intending to support programs already 

in place within the industry such as Best Management Practices and the Blueberry Code of Conduct. The 

exact exemptions have not been included in the draft Rural Lands Chapter but will likely contain areas 

such as buffer zones from residents and waterways, on-site parking and delivery points, on-farm 

amenities and facilities for employees and storage and use of chemicals (CHCC, 2020). 

Very few farmers interviewed by the research team were aware that the Council was looking at 

incorporating ‘exemption development’ criteria into the proposed increased regulations. This highlights 

the communication barriers between some farmers and the wider community, including local 

government. 

This proposal has caused significant upset with industry bodies and growers who believe the DA 

conditions restrict their right to farm and is not the best policy tool to solve the conflicts the region is 

experiencing. This land use conflict management strategy does not cover IPA systems already in 

Farmer to farmer conflict  
An extensive grazing operation in the region was 

impacted when a neighbouring farming operation 

changed practices from grazing to IPA and did not 

communicate with the neighbour or implement buffer 

zones.  

Rows of plastic are approximately 10 metres from the 

boundary fence line of the grazier, whose main concern 

is the potential for spray drift to impact their personal 

health and the viability of their farming operation.  

The grazier is also concerned regarding impacts on local 

biodiversity, plastic waste from the operation floating 

onto their property, visual amenity of the landscape and 

potentially unlawful extraction of water. 

The only notification of the proposed change of practice 

the grazier received was through a small advertisement 

in the local newspaper regarding a water licence 

application. The grazier has sought help from numerous 

agencies in managing the conflict but has not found any 

particularly helpful or supportive.  

The grazier feels as if they are not respected and given 

honest information in the process. They noted there is a 

severe and systemic lack of communication when 

practice change takes place and minimal regulation on 

the IPA industry is causing adverse impacts on not only 

neighbouring landholders but the wider community 

(particularly in terms of buffer zones and water 

extraction).  
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operation, with some stakeholders stating the area is seeing a plateau in new operations meaning the 

benefits of the proposed regulations to minimise conflict would be minimal. 

Through the case study investigations and interviews with stakeholders, the research team noted several 

positives and negatives of putting DAs on IPA in the North Coast region, which are outlined in Table 5. 

The main positive is that it would encourage adoption of best practice and allow for feedback on farm 

layout and management. However, there are also several negative aspects of the proposed policy 

change.  

Table 5: Positives and negative aspects of DAs on IPA growers in the Coffs Harbour LGA 

Positives  Negatives 

• With correct resources and 

exemptions, it may allow council 

to encourage best practices for 

IPA growers without restricting 

development 

• With correct resources it may be 

able to encourage correct land 

design which may reduce 

likelihood of future land use 

conflict 

• Could impact other industries 

• Increased regulation on growers 

• Council will have the ability to impose conditions 

on DA, regardless of whether they have the 

appropriate knowledge or resources 

• Increased compliance burden on council 

• Will only cover new farms/those wanting to 

expand – not those who are already established 

• Unknown whether it will impact when soil is 

rested before bushes are replanted (best practice 

every 10-15 years) 

• Potential for lengthy delays for growers who will 

have assets locked up and unable to use them 

Source: Authors’ findings from stakeholder interviews 

Collaborative efforts between Natural Resource Management (NRM) groups and council have also been 

implemented. A Project Officer from the local council works in the area with IPA growers to improve 

riparian condition and river health in the Orara catchments. The work is funded through various sources, 

such as the North Coast Local Land Services, and has comprised of: 

• Increasing water efficiency of IPA growers through use of power plant systems; 

• Reducing fertiliser use and removing duplicate products from farming practices; 

• Modifying farm set-up to capture nutrient rich wastewater and treat it; 

• Implementing nutrient bioreactors and artificial wetlands to managing nutrient run-off; and 

• Education of farmers, neighbours and the wider community through field days. 

These projects have been a collaboration between various organisation including Local Land Services, 

Southern Cross University, CHCC and industry. Although they have been successful in improving farm 

practices once issues are identified, they are limited by available funding and are reactive to issues rather 

than proactive in addressing poor farm setup.   

The Australian Blueberry Growers’ Association (ABGA) has responded to issues by introducing the 

Blueberry Code of Conduct in 2017. The code covers areas of establishment of plantations, operation and 

maintenance, harvest, managing workers and relationships with the community. The code provides a 

self-audit checklist covering each of these areas. However, the AGBA does not have any power to 

regulate growers to take up these best practices (ABGA, 2017).  
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NSW DPI have conducted several workshops with local councils in the North Coast region on agricultural 

practices. These workshops have been a collaborative effort to educate local councils and other 

stakeholders on the realities of agriculture and the specific practices some sectors utilise. Positive 

feedback was received following the workshops and DPI have plans for further collaborative work in the 

region.  

Grower representative groups such as Berries Australia and Australian Blueberry Growers’ Association 

(ABGA) have taken the initiative to hold information stalls at community events and have developed a 

factsheet to address some of the misconceptions about IPA production. The factsheet covers areas where 

false information has been circulated such as spraying, use of seasonal workers and netting colour. 

Respondents noted the factsheet and community event presence are worthy initiatives, but are limited 

to those willing to seek out the information. Suggestions were made as to whether newspaper or 

television advertisements and campaigns on the industry could be a future avenue of improving 

education.   

These projects and initiatives have had varying levels of success. However, the severe miscommunication 

between growers and community (along with significant cultural barriers) has yet to be fully addressed, 

which has hindered success in some of the above efforts.  

Interviewees highlighted several potential solutions to the specific land use conflict issues in their region, 

some of which included: 

• Developing a register of complaints to avoid a single complaint being made to multiple 

organisations; 

• A resource for farmers which provides clear information on the obligations and regulations, with 

information on exactly what applies to them and who to contact for more information; 

• Increased workshops by industry to inform IPA growers of best practices; 

• Improved community engagement and education, possibly through television or social media 

campaigns; and  

• Improved communication between NSW DPI and council to improve understanding of the 

realities of agriculture and the scale of land use conflict impact. 
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4. LAND USE CONFLICT FRAMEWORKS  
Managing farm related land use conflict and right to farm issues involves a collaborative effort from all 

levels of government – local, State and federal. It is important to understand what mechanisms are 

currently in place in NSW to order to identify weaknesses and gaps, and then apply these findings to the 

examples in the case study area to make recommendations for strengthening policy.  

The following section investigates domestic and global frameworks with specific focus on NSW initiatives, 

Tasmanian mechanisms, relevant Australian studies and case law examples, the Delmarva region in the 

US, Ontario in Canada and the green belts of the UK.   

These findings have been applied to the insights gained from the regional case study investigations to 

analyse weaknesses and gaps in current systems implemented in NSW and make recommendations to 

strengthen associated policy.  

4.1 DOMESTIC PERSPECTIVES 
Planners and policy-makers are not unaware of the impact of right-to-farm issues and land use conflicts. 

Existing programs, projects, strategies and studies from industry, government, representative 

organisations and academics around Australia offer options for addressing land use conflict in NSW. 

Several industry initiatives to establish acceptable practices were identified through the case study 

investigations. The Blueberry Code of Conduct (ABGA, 2017) outlines best management practices for 

blueberry growers, however the association does not have the regulatory power to enforce adoption of 

these standards or the ability to certify growers with these standards (Section 3.4). The Best Practice 

Management for Meat Chicken Production in NSW (Carroll, 2012) is a similar initiative by the poultry 

industry but also outlines specific information regarding site selection for new developments and 

considerations for DAs (Section 3.1). However, a lack of understanding and acceptance of these 

standards by the wider community as well as their defence by regulatory or government agencies, 

continues to fuel land use conflict. 

Local government initiatives also emerged from the investigations, which varied in approach and stage of 

implementation. For example, the Coffs Harbour Council are looking to amend the Rural Lands chapter in 

their Local Growth Management Strategy (CHCC, 2018) with the aim of requiring IPA producers to submit 

a DA in order to establish and operate. The aim of this measure is to avoid land use conflict by ensuring 

farms are set up correctly and best practices are implemented (Section 3.4); however, many farmers 

(local and non-local) feel this condition is onerous and restricts the right to farm. At the time of publishing 

this report, the change is yet to be confirmed. 

The Wollondilly Shire has undertaken two especially pertinent proactive programs: the Rural Industry 

Community Advisory Committee (RICAC), which enables farmers to discuss local issues directly with 

Council and to develop initiatives to promote the longevity of agriculture in the Shire; and an Agricultural 

Enterprise Credit Scheme, which could allow farmers to earn saleable ‘ag credits’ to be on-sold to 

developers (see Section 3.1 for details). The RICAC in particular is an exemplary model of a proactive 

approach to engagement which both mitigates land use conflict and supports local agricultural industry. 

Camden Council’s Rural Lands Strategy (Camden Council, 2018) is another example of proactive 

management of land use conflict (Section 3.1). The Camden LGA has historically been a highly productive 

rural region; however, planned land development within the South West Growth Area (SWGA) will 

reduce the total area of rural land from currently half to just one-third of the LGA. To protect farming 
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activities and avoid further fragmentation of agricultural lands, Camden Council has developed a Rural 

Lands Strategy alongside a Community Strategic Plan, which addresses the challenges and opportunities 

expressed by the community regarding the SWGA and the desire to retain the LGA’s rural character. 

Domestically, the States and Territories have varied responses and strategies to managing land use 

conflict. Tasmania has several initiatives such as the Primary Industry Activities Protection Act which 

provides nuisance shield for farmers and good neighbour charters which establish clear responsibilities 

on managing cross-land issues such as fire management and invasive pests to avoid conflict. Tasmania’s 

land use conflict management is discussed in further detail towards the end of this section.  

The Land Use Conflict Risk Assessment (LUCRA), which can be used by primary producers to rank 

potential conflicts of a new development and prioritise management solutions, is an example of an 

effective State-wide initiative; however, other NSW strategies applied on a local level vary in success and 

in adoption. Harmonisation of the existing NSW initiatives which aim to reduce and better manage land 

use conflict will improve strategic outcomes.  

The following section outlines current policy, legislation and strategies specific to NSW in more detail, 

along with a review of recent domestic literature and an overview of the Tasmanian approach to farm-

related land use conflict. 

4.1.1 NSW context  

While the State still lacks a cohesive overall strategy to avoid or resolve these issues, many existing 

initiatives and policies are relevant tools for future strategy. 

A recent guideline to identifying agricultural lands in NSW notes that effective rural planning requires a 

clear understanding not only of the biophysical resources but also the social and economic contribution 

made by farming along with the location of support infrastructure and industries, which is sometimes 

disregarded in favour of other land uses assumed to provide greater benefits (Goodburn, 2017).  

The NSW DPI provides several documents that aim to minimise conflict, including the Living and Working 

in Rural Areas handbook; best practice guidelines on reducing land use conflict; referral processes during 

the preparation of LEPs and development assessment processes; and LUCRA Guides. The NSW 

Government has also focused significant attention in recent years on right to farm policies and legislation. 

The LUCRA 

The Land Use Conflict Risk Assessment (LUCRA) is a tool formulated by the NSW DPI which can be used by 

primary producers to assess the likelihood of conflicts and impacts of a proposed operation on 

neighbouring landholders (NSW DPI, 2011a). The framework helps land managers categorise potential 

sources of conflict by risk level and implement strategies to reduce their impacts.  

The assessment involves four steps:  

1. Gathering information to identify all possible sources of conflict from the new development; 

2. Evaluating the level of risk with each anticipated activity (further outlined below); 

3. Identify strategies to reduce these risks; and 

4. Record results of the LUCRA. 

The level of risk a proposed activity may pose, is assessed based on the probability of the impact 

occurring and the severity of potential consequences to human health, the environment and amenity.  
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Table 6 outlines the risk ranking matrix used in the assessment, with a score of 25 being the highest risk 

magnitude and a score of one being the least. Shaded scores indicate activities which should be a high 

priority for implementing reduction strategies in step 3 of the assessment.  

Table 6: Risk ranking matrix 

 PROBABILITY 

  A 
Almost Certain 

B   
Likely 

C  
Possible 

D  
Unlikely 

E 
 Rare 

C
O

N
SE

Q
U

EN
C

ES
 

1 – Severe 25 24 22 19 15 

2 – Major 23 21 18 14 10 

3 – Moderate 20 17 13 9 6 

4 – Minor 16 12 8 5 3 

5 - Negligible 11 7 4 2 1 

Source: Adapted from (NSW DPI, 2011a) 

Right to Farm Bill 

The NSW Government introduced legislation on the Right to Farm in November 2019, with the dual 

purpose of limiting nuisance suits and deterring trespass. Specifically, the Bill prevents the tort action 

related to nuisance on compliant agricultural operations and amends the 1901 Inclosed Lands Protection 

Act by increasing trespass penalties. As right to farm laws are secondary to higher constitutional laws, 

farmers must still comply with relevant environmental, water, safety and pesticide legislation to be 

protected by right to farm laws6.  

The Right to Farm Bill 2019 introduced standalone legislation that provides a defence for agricultural 

producers against common law nuisance claims and immediate injunction orders. Its aim was to prevent 

an action for the tort of nuisance against a commercial agricultural activity where it is lawfully occurring 

on agricultural land, and to require that a court consider alternative orders (rather than to cease) to 

remedy an agricultural activity that is found to constitute a nuisance (NSW Government, 2019b). 

In addition, the Bill increased the penalty for aggravated trespass from a maximum of $5,500 to $13,200 

(including a new 12-month imprisonment term or 3 years if committed in company), and for aggravated 

trespass which causes a serious safety risk to a 3-year maximum imprisonment term. The Bill also 

introduced new offences to address common trespass activities including penalties for damaging 

property in the process of the unlawful entry and wilfully or negligently releasing stock in the process of 

the unlawful entry; and for inciting or procuring the commission of farm trespass by another person. 

Right to Farm Policy 

The NSW DPI maintains a Right to Farm Policy which aims to: reinforce farmers’ rights and 

responsibilities; monitor and evaluate land use conflicts; strengthen land use planning; ensure that 

reviews of relevant planning instruments include consideration of best land use outcomes and conflict 

minimisation; improve education on management of land use conflicts; and consider potential legislative 

options, should such intervention be required. 

 
6 For example, spray drift, airborne odours and particulate matter can constitute a cause of action under trespass 

legislation even if right to farm laws shield against nuisance actions (Lapping & Leutwiler, 1987). 
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In the context of this policy, the ‘right to farm’ is taken to mean to “a desire by farmers to undertake 

lawful agricultural practices without conflict or interference arising from complaints from neighbours and 

other land users” (NSW DPI, 2015). 

The policy notes that the right to farm applies equally to all land users who have obligations in relation to 

management of weeds, pests and other biosecurity risks; that is, to rural lifestyle land owners as well as 

primary producers. Principles of the policy include that an understanding and acceptance of shared 

obligations is necessary to addressing land use conflicts that arise from lawful agricultural practices; and 

that the Government will plan for land use near agriculture that minimises conflicts and enables future 

growth and adaption, while providing for compatible co-existence of other industries. 

The Right to Farm Policy is supported by other relevant policies including Maintaining land for 

agricultural industries, a document which aims to “guide the planning system in providing certainty and 

security for agricultural enterprises over the long term and to enable those enterprises to respond to 

future market, policy, technology and environmental changes” (NSW DPI, 2011b). This policy states that 

fertile, productive agricultural land is a valuable and finite resource which should be maintained for 

future generations, and cautions against the indirect alienation of agricultural land by incompatible 

development on adjacent land restricting routine agricultural practices. 

The Maintaining land for agricultural industries policy also details important considerations on minimum 

holdings sizes for dwelling entitlements with regard to the agricultural character of the region and 

immediate adjacent area, and provides guidance on the conversion of land used by agricultural 

enterprises to other uses. On land use conflict, this document directs readers to the Living and Working 

in Rural Areas handbook. 

Agricultural land mapping 

Sound policy development requires the assessment of a robust evidence base, particularly when a risk of 

conflict is a concern. The identification of productive agricultural land provides critical information to 

inform planning for both the retention and growth of agriculture (Goodburn, 2017) and the mitigation of 

potential land use conflicts.  

Better knowledge of agricultural land capability can enable local and State planners to choose the most 

appropriate zones for non-agricultural development, to support essential agricultural assets and identify 

future opportunities for agricultural industries. Without accurate information, planning decisions can be 

ill-informed and create land use conflict, which in turn has the potential to create inefficient land use 

shifts and erode primary industry. 

The NSW DPI is undertaking mapping of ‘important agricultural land’ in nine regions, including the Central 

Coast; Central West and Orana; Far West; Hunter; Illawarra-Shoalhaven; New England North West; North 

Coast; Riverina Murray; and South East and Tablelands. This project is due for completion in June 2020, 

and spatial data will be available to the public for use in GIS (geographic information system) format. 

The mapping program supports the NSW Department of Planning and Environment’s regional planning 

targets; however, it should be noted that there are disparities between soil classification mapping and 

real-life soil capability, which can impact on outcomes of DAs and Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) 

for State Significant Developments. 
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Environment Protection Authority (EPA) 

The NSW EPA is an independent environmental regulator which covers a diverse portfolio of issues 

relevant to agricultural practices including water quality, forestry, air emissions, waste, noise, pesticides 

and hazardous sites. Components of their regulatory framework include legislation, education, licensing, 

audits, investigation and compliance enforcement actions (State of NSW & Environment Protection 

Authority, 2013). The regulatory agency often becomes involved in land use conflict issues in agriculture, 

particularly regarding odour.  

The regulatory actions undertaken by the NSW EPA are dependent on the risk of harm to human health 

and the environment as well as the likelihood of the event occurring. This creates an environmental risk 

matrix which informs decisions of the regulatory body to focus compliance and enforcement attention on 

the largest risks.  

The technical framework for assessing and managing odour from stationary sources in NSW notes several 

key principles and processing. These include planning to prevent and minimise odour, utilising multiple 

strategies to manage odour and ongoing improvement in odour management to protect the environment 

and people. Local council and the NSW Department of Planning work in conjunction with the NSW EPA 

regarding odour. This can cause confusion in relation to which agency7 is responsible for each stage of the 

process as well as who handles complaints when they are made regarding odour (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7: Odour assessment and management in NSW8 
Source: (Department of Environment & Conservation, 2006) 

Key principles of the EPA assessment framework note the importance of sustainable land use planning in 

avoiding odour impacts. Planning mechanisms and tools are vital in minimising the risk of conflict 

occurring from land use-related odour, e.g. through initial zoning strategies as well as during the DA 

process. Although the responsibility of avoiding odour impacts is shared between local land use planners 

and operators, the sole responsibility for managing odour rests ultimately on the owner. The framework 

states that the benchmark for a facility is whether an odour is considered ‘offensive’ or is being 

prevented or minimised using best management practices and best available technology. The EPA uses 

several measuring tools which are categorised into levels based on how simple or intensive they are. In 

 
7 NB – while this diagram is now 14 years old, the principal pathways remain relevant. 
8 Ground level concentration (GLC) and odour units (OU) are odour assessment criteria mechanisms utilised to measure 
the impacts of odour. They are used by the NSW EPA to assess the likely effectiveness of odour mitigation strategies and 
develop conditions of consent on approvals and licenses. 
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the case studies for this report, respondents noted that the subjectivity of measuring odour impacts 

created significant frustrations when managing conflict (Section 2.4).  

Buffer zones 

Buffer zones can be a very effective tool to manage or prevent land use conflict by mitigating the risks of 

impact on sensitive receptors from normal farm practices, and by protecting farmers from risks to their 

operations. Buffers can be effective in managing biosecurity incursions, odour, dust, noise, smoke, 

effluent management, chemical use and spray drift, weed management, disputes over water usage or 

run-off, loss of visual amenity, and other nuisance issues such as stray animals and accidental trespass. 

Buffers can take the form of separation distances or physical barriers (such as vegetation) to manage land 

use ‘spillovers’ such as those noted above. However, regulation cannot prescribe minimum buffer 

requirements for all situations as the nature, frequency and magnitude of the relevant emissions is not 

static. They can also be costly to implement. 

While the NSW DPI provides recommendations for buffer zones between some agricultural operations 

and conflicting land uses (Table 7), these are not enforceable and can be the cause of considerable 

conflict. Many of the key informants interviewed for the case studies noted that implementation of a 

buffer zone seemed always to fall to the farmer, not the neighbour, which sterilised productive land and 

thus impacted farm productivity and profitability. 

Appropriate buffers should be strategically incorporated into both State and local planning processes; 

however, their distribution should not be the sole responsibility of the farmer. Buffer zones should be 

used in conjunction with other planning tools (e.g. land use strategies, zoning and emissions regulations) 

as separation distances can waste productive land (Productivity Commission, 2016).  

Table 7: Suggested evaluation distances between agriculture and sensitive receptors 

Agricultural Land Use Distance 
(metres) 

Source 

Pig Farms (indoor) 1000* 
500 

Living and Working in Rural Areas Handbook (2007) 
For facilities holding less than 200 pigs - Draft Standard 
Instrument LEP 
(2017) 

Pig Farms (outdoor) 500 National Environmental Guidelines for Outdoor Rotational 
Piggeries - 
Revised: Australian Pork Limited (2013) 

Poultry (broiler & eggs) 
indoor and outdoor 

1000* 
500 

Living and Working in Rural Areas Handbook (2007) and Level 
Odour 
Modelling case study 
For facilities holding less than 1000 birds - Draft Standard 
Instrument LEP 
(2017) 

Dairies 500* Including for facilities holding less than 50 head - Draft 
Standard Instrument 
LEP (2017) 

Cattle Feedlots 1000* 
500 

Living and Working in Rural Areas Handbook (2007) 
For facilities holding less than 50 head - Draft Standard 
Instrument LEP 
(2017) 

Sheep or goat Feedlots 500 Living and Working in Rural Areas Handbook (2007) 
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Rabbits 150* Rabbit Farming: Planning and Development Control Guideline: 
NSW DPI 
(2002) 
 

Other intensive livestock 
 

250 SEPP (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2008 
 

Stock grazing 50 Living and Working in Rural Areas Handbook (2007) 
 

Stock yards 200 SEPP (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2008 –
Inland Code 
 

Outdoor cropping/sugar 
cane/turf farms 
 

300 Living and Working in Rural Areas Handbook (2007) 
 

Outdoor horticulture 
 

250 SEPP (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2008 
 

Protected cropping 
(greenhouses) 
 

250 SEPP (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2008 
 

Silos/grain storage 
bunkers 
 

100 SEPP (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2008 –
Inland Code 
 

Fan assisted silos 
(macadamia nuts) 
 

300 SEPP (Exempt and Complying Development Codes) 2008 
 

*subject to environmental assessment in accordance with other industry documents. All intensive animal 
developments which reach a certain threshold require a licence from the NSW EPA. Refer to the original source 
document for more information. 
Source: (Wells, 2018b) 

4.1.2 Recent land use conflict studies 

Several studies on land use conflict from an Australian or NSW perspective have been conducted 

recently, with many commonalities noted between the regional case study findings of this investigation 

and the relevant literature.  

For example, Best Practice Land Use Planning (Cosby & Howard, 2019) noted the importance of land use 

planning mechanisms recognising the value of the sector and suggested that current land use planning 

frameworks create significant roadblocks to agricultural productivity. Cosby and Howard (2019) also 

commented on the challenge for farmers in maintaining a social licence to operate as increased resource 

scarcity drives land use conflict. This was evident in all four case study regions. 

To better inform the Right to Farm Policy, the University of Technology Sydney (UTS) and the NSW DPI 

conducted a series of Agricultural Land Use Surveys in 2016, 2017 and 2018 to investigate the type and 

extent of agricultural land use conflict across NSW, how local councils manage this issue and how councils 

can be supported in conflict management. In each year of the survey, 30-50% of respondents reported 

that at least half of the complaints regarding their agricultural land use were about compliant activities 

(or acceptable farm practice) (Goodall, 2018). Respondents for these surveys felt that primary drivers of 

conflict were: 

• a lack of residents’ understanding of the realities of agricultural industry operation 

• lack of communication within the community and between neighbours. 
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While noted in all case study regions, these factors were heightened in Greater Sydney and the North 

Coast region. 

Land Use in Rural Zones: Tweed and Cabonne Shires (Askland et al., 2019) recommended that 

governments improve understanding of the dynamics of change in demographics, land values, land uses 

and climate change to address the heightened risk of increased land use conflict and help policy-makers 

to protect agricultural productivity. 

The Regulation of Australian Agriculture report finding that rural fragmentation and urban encroachment 

heightens agricultural land use conflicts (Productivity Commission, 2016) is consistent with all studies 

mentioned herein. Common themes from these reports are noted below. 

Planning  

The contribution of planning mechanisms to conflicts between farming and competing land users was 

discussed in several recent reports. Encroachment of non-agricultural uses into existing agricultural areas, 

the close proximity of agricultural uses to non-agricultural properties and the subdivision of agricultural 

properties were identified by Goodall (2018) through surveys of NSW local councils as contributing to 

conflict. These findings are relevant to all regional case study areas investigated as part of this research. 

All case study regions experienced encroachment of non-agricultural uses, whether it be extraction 

industries, residential or solar developments, into areas traditionally used for agricultural production.  

As discussed in Section 2.4, navigation of land use planning frameworks is a severe challenge for many 

farmers. Cosby and Howard (2019) also identified this theme, noting that the increased complexity (and 

subsequent cost) of planning processes in NSW particularly impacts the viability of intensive agriculture 

and horticulture sectors9.  

The current fragmentation of planning frameworks between State and local government jurisdictions was 

called out as a key driver for ad hoc development, lack of certainty and reactive decision-making which is 

detrimental to an holistic land use approach (Cosby & Howard, 2019). 

Askland et al. (2019) concluded that the planning system is not well understood by landholders, both at 

an operational level and in dealing with the future needs of the community. 

Compliance resourcing  

Goodall (2018) noted that most local councils appear to manage land use conflict at a strategic planning 

and DA level, which are both preventative measures. As per the recommendations of this research 

outlined in Section 5.1, the most effective reduction in land use conflict impact is through a combination 

of both proactive and reactive tools.  

Many local governments do not have the knowledge and expertise to guide farmers through local 

planning frameworks and/or manage land use conflicts. A lack of available training and harmonisation in 

the State and local land use laws are noted to be contributing to this lack of knowledge by operational 

staff (Cosby & Howard, 2019; Goodall, 2018).   

The lack of a consistent and systematic way to manage complaints across jurisdictions was noted in the 

State-wide Goodall (2018) study. Complaints have been directed and referred to a variety of 

organisations including the NSW EPA, NSW DPI, LLS, RSPCA, police, the Rural Fire Service and the NSW 

Office of Water. This is consistent with findings of the regional case studies, particularly the North Coast 

 
9 as intensive farms are often faced with more intense scrutiny and opposition by the community than extensive 

operations. 
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and Greater Sydney. This confusion significantly increased the frustration of participants and extended 

the time taken to respond to conflict. 

Education and communication 

Goodall (2018) identified through surveying of local councils that the biggest factor driving land use 

conflicts in NSW was a lack of understanding amongst new residents of the realities of living in an 

agricultural area. Further specific studies into the Cabonne and Tweed shires by Askland et al. (2019) 

found a lack of education and awareness about normal or acceptable farm practices. The authors noted 

that while interviewees in areas with notable land use conflict issues understood that agriculture is an 

important part of a rural lifestyle and contributes to landscape attractiveness, they had misconceptions 

of what productive farming entails. 

However, Askland et al. (2019) also found a lack of education and resources for residents moving to rural 

areas with regard to their responsibilities as a rural neighbour; for example, managing biosecurity, 

maintenance of the landscape and conducting fire management. This finding showcases the importance 

of multi-faceted education systems which target wider society’s understanding and knowledge of the 

worth of agriculture as an industry (Cosby & Howard, 2019), the types of acceptable farm practices 

utilised by individual sectors and also the responsibilities residential neighbours have in avoiding 

conflict.    

A lack of communication within the community and between neighbours has been found to exacerbate 

and contribute to land use conflict, as was particularly evident in the North Coast regional case study. The 

UTS survey reported that close to 30% of respondents said their local council delivers community 

education and engagement to minimise conflict, but few believed that these efforts have been effective 

(Goodall, 2018).  

Succession planning impacts  

Succession planning issues were also highlighted as an outcome of poor land use management which 

sometimes fuels land use conflict. In Askland et al. (2019), respondents noted the importance of being 

able to subdivide property to cater for the next generation to take over operating the farm business and 

provide a source of funding for superannuation. Cosby and Howard (2019) also noted an absence of 

suitable retirement strategies for farmers, besides selling land. Although this challenge did not emerge as 

a consistent theme across all case study regions, it was mentioned by interviewees in the North Coast 

region, where lot sizes are already small and competition with other land uses is fierce.  

Young farmers wish to have strong planning frameworks which protect agricultural land, while older 

farmers looking to retire see benefits in having a more flexible system which provides succession 

opportunities such as subdividing.  

The need for subdividing farming land as a succession planning mechanism, is directly at odds with many 

comments regarding minimum lot sizes as a way of preserving agricultural areas. The ’right’ of farmers to 

make good economic use of their land by subdividing, while for a specific purpose at the time, may well 

lead to issues down the track when the property is sold. This example highlights the complexities in land 

use planning frameworks. A tools and frameworks intended to protect areas can often have unintended 

consequences on the individuals they are aiming to protect.   

Through undertaking a worldwide Nuffield scholarship study, Mortensen (2018) highlighted several 

existing policy tools utilised globally to combat succession issues. For example, a pilot program facilitates 

leasing and share-farming relationships in Ireland through the young famers’ association Macra Na 
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Feirme and FDB trust. Together with an attractive tax incentive scheme, the program encourages retiring 

farmers without incoming family wishing to take on the property to lease parts of the property to young 

farmers wishing to get into the industry. This program encourages farmland to remain in agricultural 

production rather than being subdivided or turned into another land use.    

Social licence   

Although social licence was not specifically discussed by stakeholders in many of the interviews 

undertaken, it is an underlying theme in land use conflict and right to farm challenges. Natural capital 

resources such as land and water are becoming increasingly scarce as the climate changes and 

population increases (McRobert et al., 2019). This provides a significant challenge for agricultural 

businesses in maintaining their social licence to operate while balancing community expectations (Cosby 

& Howard, 2019).  

It is also extremely important for farmers to understand their social licence when planning developments 

or practice changes. Mortensen (2018) noted that fear can be the main reason for neighbouring land 

users rejecting proposed farming development or expansion, and it is important to ensure farmers are 

not only relying on fact-based arguments to fight value-based issues.  

Obtaining social licence can be increased through industries proactively implementing, maintaining and 

taking responsibility for ethical frameworks and systems rather than relying on regulatory bodies or third 

parties to undertake this role. Being accountable and transparent in farming practice increases the 

amount of trust the wider community has in an agricultural sector, subsequently raising social licence to 

operate which minimises the risk of land use conflict (Luke et al., 2019).  

People’s reactions to land use change are often affected by perceptions of conflicts. These can be framed 

by media in a manner which does not reflect reality and lacks substantive details of the issues (Colvin et 

al., 2020). This is a further challenge farmers face when attempting to improve their social license 

surrounding a development. 

4.1.3 Tasmania’s approach to farm-related conflict 

The Primary Industry Activities Protection Act was implemented in Tasmania in 1995 to protect 

agricultural producers from nuisance lawsuits from activities that are related to commercially viable and 

efficient farms. The legislation was reviewed in 2016 with changes to the act taking place to amend overly 

convoluted language and clarify applicability of protection to farm forestry operations. Due to case law 

being unavailable it is difficult to determine the effectiveness of the law; however, concerns have been 

raised as to whether the legislation extends far enough to protect farmers from the range of disputes 

that can arise. 

The Primary Industries Activities Protection Act 1995 was legislated in October 1995 and is designed to 

protect the rights of farmers to conduct their farming activities (Tasmanian Government, 1995). It was 

developed against a backdrop of increasing concern about new and existing legal threats to normal 

agricultural activities. Of particular concern was the clash of interests between agricultural operations 

and the expectations of lifestyle and non-farming property owners. Prior to 1995, the pursuit of common 

law nuisance actions, or the threat of them, led to falling productivity in several Tasmanian farms and 

rural communities (DPIPWE, 2014). 

The basis of the Tasmanian Primary Industry Activities Protection Act 1995 is to protect farmers using a 

‘nuisance shield’. This aims to “protect persons engaged in primary industry by limiting the operation of 
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the common law of nuisance in respect of certain activities that are incidental to efficient and 

commercially viable primary production” (Tasmanian Government, 1995). 

A review of the legislation was undertaken in 2015 by the Tasmanian Department of Primary Industries, 

Parks, Water and Environment (DPIPWE), with amendments to the Act taking place in 2016. Several 

submissions were made by industry during the review with the majority showing support for the Act and 

its role in protecting primary producers. The intent of the review was to strengthen the legal position of 

farmers in undertaking lawful agricultural practices as part of the State Government strategy to build the 

agricultural industry (DPIPWE, 2014).  

The review found no evidence of cases which had been brought to court under the Act since its 

establishment in 1995. Care must be taken in interpreting this to mean the Act has been a complete 

success. However, several submissions did state the existence of the legislation in deterring cases should 

not be underestimated. The review found that the drafting of the Act was unnecessarily convoluted and 

confusing to stakeholders and that it was unclear whether farm forestry was protected under the 

legislation. These key findings led to amendments to the legislation in 2016. 

A factsheet produced by the State Parliament (Tasmanian Government, 2016) summarises conditions 

post-review for a primary practice to be eligible for cover under the Act. Under the updated legislation, 

primary activities carried out on a farm do not constitute a nuisance if: 

• the farm is being used for, or prepared for use as, a primary production business; 

• the activity complies with State, Commonwealth and council laws; 

• the land is zoned to enable primary industry production and has been in that zone for a 

continuous period of at least one year; 

• the activity would not have been considered a nuisance if it had been practiced when the land 

was initially zoned for primary industry; and  

• the activity is not being improperly or negligently carried out. 

The Tasmanian Good Neighbour Charter (DPIPWE, 2016) outlines the Department of Primary Industries, 

Parks, Water and Environment (DPIPWE) position on managing land uses and shared responsibilities such 

as fire management, control of invasive pests with neighbouring landholders. The charter covers all 

DPIPWE managed land including national parks, conservation areas and World Heritage Areas, which has 

a variety of neighbouring land uses such as farmland and residential. It outlines specific tasks DPIPWE 

staff will undertake to be responsible neighbours and land managers such as notifying neighbours of any 

planned backburning operations or use of chemicals to control pests, as well as encouraging 

collaboration with neighbours in working towards harmonious and sustainable land management. 

The success of the charter is based on the development of good relationships with neighbouring 

landholders and maintaining clear channels of communication in dealing with land management issues. A 

similar protocol has been established between private forestry managers in 2019, with a review to take 

place in mid-2020 to assess the protocol against its objectives.  

In 2009, the State Policy on the Protection of Agricultural Land was created to ensure the agricultural 

industry was sustainably developed by minimising land use conflicts and recognising the importance of 

prime agricultural land in Tasmania. The policy lists 11 principles which include implementing planning 

schemes and other relevant planning instruments. In addition, Tasmania has an agricultural land mapping 

project which identifies and helps to protect agricultural areas. 
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Lessons from Tasmania’s approach to farm-related conflict include the benefit of unambiguous high-level 

regulation which clearly signals the governing body’s attitude to the place of agriculture in the 

community, supported by consistent and relevant legislation, guidelines and policy initiatives.   

4.1.3 Case law examples 

There are several case law examples in Australia regarding land use conflict and right to farm issues. 

Although useful in demonstrating the types of conflicts present in Australia, it should be noted that few 

cases escalate to the courts. Costs of legal representation and length of court battles are strong 

motivators for resolving land use conflict outside the court system. While this section does not provide a 

comprehensive review of all cases pertaining to the project scope, several key themes were apparent in 

analysing these case law examples. 

Tangible impact 

Many case law examples relate to physical damage or incursion causing direct loss. Fewer related to 

subjective impacts which are difficult to economically quantify such as odour, noise and visual 

disturbance. This highlights the importance of management strategies utilising a full range of tools to 

mitigate land use conflict and right to farm issues. If relying on legislation alone, many stakeholders 

impacted by conflict will be excluded particularly those who do not suffer a direct and significant 

economic impact i.e. personal, social or environmental impacts.  

Establishing causation 

There are several examples of land use conflict resulting from spray drift in Australian case law. Spray 

drift is a common type of land use conflict found in the court system due to the ability to establish direct 

economic loss/impact from the source of the conflict. For example, being able to physically see crop loss 

after a spray event.  

However, the outcome of cases relating to victims seeking compensation for damages incurred from 

spray drift, relies on the ability of proving causation or at least proving so on the balance of probabilities. 

For example, the plaintiff, N M Rural, alleged loss and damage was suffered to sorghum and cotton crops 

on their farm from herbicide spray drift from the neighbouring property Boonaldoon, occupied by 

Rimanui Farms, the defendant (Harrison, 2013). The judge ruled in favour of the defendants on the 

grounds that the plaintiff had failed to establish causation, i.e. that the aerial spraying was responsible for 

the damages to the crops.  

On the other hand, Riverman Orchards sought damages from the defendant – Mr Hayden (owner and 

occupier of the neighbouring property) for the tort of negligence when herbicide spray drifted onto the 

plaintiff’s property and damaged vineyards (Dixon, 2017). The judge ruled in favour of the plaintiff and to 

recover damages amounting $6,543,626.10 and the sum of $704,587.66 for interest damages up to the 

day of judgement.  

The damages sought by the plaintiff were for rehabilitation/mitigation costs; losses of the grape sales for 

2014, 2015 and 2016 vintages; cost of re-establishing the vineyard over a 12-year period; and future 

losses of grape sales during re-establishment.  

It was found that the defendant had chosen to apply the herbicide above the recommended rate and was 

aware of the risks of this decision. Bureau of Meteorology data indicated there were strong wind gusts at 

the time the spraying took place. The defendants’ spray records, which indicated favourable spray 

conditions, were tendered as evidence but were dismissed as unreliable and ill-timed. Although it was 
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noted that there was no direct evidence of spray drift, the court was satisfied that on the balance of 

probabilities, spray drift had occurred (Daniel, 2017).  

These examples show the importance of ensuring acceptable farm practices are followed and recorded 

when handling conflict, particularly regarding spray drift. Although there was no direct evidence of the 

spray drift event in the second case, there was sufficient evidence unacceptable farm practices were 

undertaken, (i.e. applying chemicals at above recommended rate and during strong winds) that the 

conclusion was the event had likely occurred.  

The second case law example here also highlights the significant direct economic impact which can occur 

from land use conflict. It should also be noted that the damages sought in the second case do not include 

other impacts such as to mental health or damages to the social fabrics of the community, as these are 

not quantifiable. 

Definition of intensive agriculture 

There have been cases in the NSW Land and Environment Court (NSW LEC) between farmers and local 

councils regarding whether livestock operations have been considered ‘intensive’ agriculture and 

requiring a development application. 

Kempsey Shire Council v Tebran Pty Limited was heard before the NSW LEC in 2007 with the council 

claiming the livestock activities undertaken by Tebran were classed as ‘intensive animal husbandry’ using 

‘feedlots’ requiring development consent. The farmer argued that they did not require consent under the 

LEP given the zoning of the lands as Rural.  

The majority of the cattle held on the properties were wholly pasture fed with some supplemented with 

feed through bins but no cattle being 100% supplementary fed. The Court held that the Council had failed 

to establish that the farmer had carried out actives which breached the LEPP.  

A similar case between Cowra Shire Council and Thompson (a dairy farmer) was heard in the NSW LEC in 

2005. A neighbouring land holder as well as the local council, argued that the dairy operation was 

‘intensive’ agriculture and/or a feedlot operation. The farmer successfully argued that this was not the 

case and that they did not require development consent approval for their farming activities.  

As noted in the Greater Hume case study (Section 3.2), the LEP was reviewed in 2019 and guidelines 

clarifying intensive agriculture were released. Although both farmers in the above cases won and were 

awarded costs, it does not compensate for the indirect and non-economic costs they experienced during 

the cause of the conflict.  
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4.2 GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES 

4.2.1 US: Delmarva’s right to farm 

All 50 US states introduced right to farm legislation between 1963 and 1994, each with slightly differing 

approaches but all aimed at protecting farmers from nuisance lawsuits brought by people who move into 

existing farming areas. The different expressions of right to farm laws and policies in the three 

Chesapeake Bay states consisting Maryland, Delaware, and Virginia, commonly known as Delmarva 

(Figure 8), provide interesting insights regarding compliance and mediation of land use conflict.   

The Delmarva Peninsula showcases distinct approaches that the three states have taken in implementing 

and enforcing legislation and regulatory change to deal with the same issues.   

Delmarva’s economy is mainly driven by agriculture and 

commercial fishing. The peninsula produces crops and animal 

production comprising of dairy and beef cows, pork, and 

poultry. Groundwater contamination and air pollution are 

common concerns in the Delmarva Peninsula given the 

dominance of intensive agriculture. Delmarva farming 

communities have been subject to land use conflicts due to 

urban encroachment as well as legislation targeting pollution 

and environmental concerns, including air pollution and water 

contamination, related to intensive agriculture.  

In US right to farm legislations, the activity causing the 

nuisance must have been performed for at least 12 months 

previous to the complaint (Griffith, 2015). The legislation does 

not protect negligent farming practices which fail to align with 

existing federal, state, local and environmental laws and 

regulations.  

The implementation and enforcement of right to farm 

legislation slightly varies across the three states in the 

Delmarva Peninsula, however they all exist to protect compliant farmers from nuisance lawsuits. To be 

protected by right to farm legislation in Delmarva, farms must fit within the definition of an agricultural 

operation, comply with all relevant laws and regulations and the activity causing the alleged nuisance 

must have been in operation for at least 12 months (Nuckolls, 2018).     

Maryland’s right to farm law allows neighbours to discuss practices with the agricultural operation in an 

informal setting with trained mediators. In addition, a person may not bring a nuisance action against an 

agricultural operation in any court until the person has referred a complaint to the State Agricultural 

Mediation Program in the Department of Agriculture and the department certifies that mediation has 

been concluded. 

Additionally, right to farm laws in Virginia require farming activities to  follow the state’s best farm 

management practices in order to be protected by the legislation (National Agricultural Law Centre, 

2020). 

However, the US right to farm laws are often argued as not meeting the intended purpose of protecting 

deserving farmers. Instead, it has been argued that these laws collapse neighbours’ right to clean air and 

Figure 8: The Delmarva Peninsula 

Source: (Moen, 2015)  
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water by protecting major polluters and those who have the sole aim of profit with no regard for 

environmental stewardship when farming (Ashwood et al., 2019).  

 

4.2.2 UK: England’s green belts 

Green belt policies exist around 15 urban cores in England, aimed at restricting residential growth by 

protecting agricultural lands in urban peripheries.  

Green belt policies utilised in the United Kingdom do not have a sole aim of protecting agricultural land or 

minimising land use conflict but rather of providing protected green areas surrounding cities. However, in 

doing so, green belts minimise the urban sprawl that often causes or results in land use conflicts in peri-

urban areas. However, the restriction of urban expansion is often criticised on the account that it has 

resulted in unaffordability of urban housing. This highlights the need to utilise multiple frameworks and 

strategies to ensure the complex issues of land use conflict are mitigated and managed without 

unintended detrimental consequences.   

The aim of green belt policies is to limit urbanisation and 

maintain permanent areas of openness between the 

countryside and city (Ministry of Housing Communities and 

Local Government, 2019). Green belt policies were first 

adopted in the UK in the 1930s due to apprehensions 

regarding future urban sprawl and the need to protect 

agricultural land. London was the first city to have a green 

belt policy in place, with other major city centres in England 

adopting similar policies following 1945 (Gant et al., 2011) 

(Figure 9).  

The National Policy Planning Framework (NPPF) outlines the 

purpose of green belts and strictly states that “green belt 

boundaries should only be altered where exceptional 

circumstances are fully evidenced and justified”. However, 

planning control and implementation of green belt land lies 

with local planning authorities.  

Although the defining characteristics of a green belt is its permeance and openness, in ‘exceptional 

circumstances’, local councils have the authority to approve developments within the green belt. The 

Key points: 

• Right to farm policies need to protect only compliant farmers who are undertaking lawful and 

responsible practices and the farm must fall under the definition of agricultural operation. 

• The operation or any change in the operation must exist for at least one year at the time 

conditions begin to change in the area where the operation is located.  

• The farm operation must comply with all state and federal laws, permits, and regulations, as 

well as all local zoning and health regulations. 

• The use of trained mediators in an informal setting allows parties to communicate without 

going to court, reducing costs and time delays. 

• There is no unanimous concession that the right to farm legislation meets its intended 

purpose - and in fact, some critics question its relevance. 

Figure 9: England’s Green belts 
Source: (CPRE, 2015) 
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issue of affordable housing demand has been noted as not meeting the standard of an ‘exceptional 

circumstance’ (UK Government, 2014).  

Due to a lack of affordable housing options, local councils are feeling pressure to open greenfield green 

belt land for development. The NPPF outlines that when approving a development in greenfield green 

belt land, local planning authorities must ensure any available unutilised land has been investigated 

within the city first (Glenigan, 2019).  

Agricultural operations in green belt areas vary with market gardens, organic farming and livestock all 

existing within green belts. Approximately 200 farms occupy one-third of the land within the London 

green belt with the average farm size being 53 hectares, smaller than the English average of 86 hectares 

(London Assembly Environment Committee, 2018).  

The Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) which conducted analysis into the loss of farms in the UK 

including the green belt area showed that the rate of small farm loss is accelerating (CPRE, 2017), as land 

use changes from agriculture to other activities in green belts have been readily approved by local 

councils, provided the changes adhered to specific environmental and aesthetic rulings. For example, 

throughout the 1990s there was a large change of land use from agriculture to golf courses (Gant et al., 

2011). Since the national framework does not constitute the specific uses of land within the green belt 

but rather that it remains open, the policy has not protected farming land from changing land uses.  

The flexibility within the planning framework for green belts has provided some opportunities for farmers 

to diversify their businesses. For example, in a 2005 study diversified income accounted for almost a third 

of farm income for London farmers (Holmes, 2016). However, the same planning framework has been 

found to impact on the ability of farmers to make long-term investments such as adoption of technology 

or new sustainable practices, given the inherent land tenure uncertainty for tenant farming (London 

Assembly Environment Committee, 2018).  

The green belt policies do not aim to reduce land use conflict and nuisance complaints between farmers 

and competing land users. Indeed, some aspects of green belts can exacerbate conflict; for example, in 

order to make green belts accessible for those living in the city, landholders are required to provide 

publicly accessible footpaths through private land which can often lead to issues of crime and theft on 

farming properties. Green belts can also impact on the capability of small-scale farmers to make changes 

to the farming practices or expand, leading to cases where farmland lies untouched (Mortensen, 2018). 

However, some researchers have noted that having a separate zone between rural and urban areas may 

have led to less intermingling of land uses (Gant et al., 2011), thereby reducing the risk of conflict 

occurring.  

 

  

Key points: 

• Green belt policies control whether environmental land can be developed or not, but do not 

control the specific type of land use (i.e. do not prioritise agriculture). 

• The development of green belts may have contributed to reducing land use conflict between 

agricultural and other land users; however, this was not the intended purpose.  
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4.2.3 Canada: Normal farm practices board 

Agriculture in Ontario is facing increasing issues of urban encroachment resulting in nuisance complaints. 

Land use conflicts are increasing as cities expand to house the rising population and non-farming 

neighbours move to productive areas to enjoy a rural lifestyle. The Ontario case illustrates the utilisation 

of a suite of land use conflict management tools which are based around the need to define and defend 

acceptable farming practices exercised by the industry and backed by the law and wider society. This 

suite of measures protects compliant farmers’ right to farm and helps mitigate land use conflict.  

There are several tools utilised in Ontario to cover land use 

conflict and nuisance issues, many of which stem from or are 

covered by legislation. Original legislation commenced in 1988 

with the Farm Practices Protection Act which covered 

nuisances of odour, noise and dust. However, this coverage 

was found to be inadequate and the legislation was updated to 

the Farming and Food Production Protection Act 1998 (FFPPA) 

which covers nuisances such as odour, noise, dust, flies, smoke, 

light and vibrations. 

The FFPPA protects farmers from nuisance lawsuits if the 

practice they are carrying out is ‘normal’ or acceptable practice 

as deemed by the Normal Farm Practices Protection Board 

(NFPPB). When land use conflict occurs, applications can be 

made to the Board to conduct a hearing to resolve the issue.  

To reduce the number of Board hearings required, an 

application to the NFPPB requires that the dispute must have 

first been through the Farm Practice Conflict Resolution 

Process, which was established in 2004 by The Ontario Ministry 

of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA). 

The OMAFRA first encourages the parties involved in the conflict to communicate with each other to try 

and resolve the conflict without assistance. Community awareness and engagement campaigns are also 

utilised by the OMAFRA to decrease the risk of land use conflict and nuisance cases occurring in the first 

place. Factsheets are available which explain some of the realities of living in proximity of agricultural 

business such as noise, dust and odour. If this is unsuccessful, OMAFRA is then contacted to arrange a 

referral to the appropriate agricultural engineer or environmental specialist to engage in the conflict 

resolution process. 

The type of source responsible for the conflict determines whether an agricultural engineer or 

environmental specialist handles the investigation. Any fixed sources, such as odour from crop storage, 

noise from irrigation pumps or dust from ventilation fans are handled by the agricultural engineer. Any 

temporary sources, such as odour from crop spraying, noise from animals and dust from harvesting 

equipment are handled by an environmental specialist who can call on other experts when needed. 

When the self-negotiation and mediation fails, a party can then make an application for a hearing with 

the NFPPB. The engineer or specialist investigating the conflict will then prepare a report for the hearing.  

In addition, reviews and changes have been made by OMAFRA to reduce the number of complaints heard 

by the Board to subsequently reduce costs. For example, it was noted that a substantial amount of 

Ontario is Canada’s most populous 

province which includes several large 

cities such as Toronto, Niagara Falls 

and the federal capital Ottawa. A 

large proportion of the population of 

more than 14 million people reside in 

the southern part of the province.   

In 2016, there were 49,600 farms 

located in Ontario, a decline from the 

2001 number of 59,728, which has 

been attributed to an increase in farm 

size. Many varying agricultural 

operations are present in the province 

with dairy products, soybeans, 

vegetables and cattle being some of 

the commodities with the largest 

market receipts (OMAFRA, 2017). 
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complaints surrounded chemicals and spray drift. To avoid these issues being referred to the farm 

practices conflict resolution process and NFPPB, the Nutrient Management Act 2006 established an 

information phone line for people to contact regarding chemical and pesticide issues. 

The outcomes of the Board hearings includes dismissal of the application on the basis that the nuisance is 

a result of a normal farm practice; ordering the farmer to cease the practice completely as it is not a 

normal farm practice; or ordering a modification of practice in line with normal farm practices (Fraser & 

Desir, 2019). 

The Farm Practice Conflict Resolution Process is extremely successful in resolving dispute cases. In the 

2016-17 financial year, over 97% of all nuisance complaints were resolved through the Farm Practices 

Conflict Resolution Process (NFPPB, 2017) without needing to be heard by the Board. 

Ontario also has an overarching Planning Act which sets out the ground rules for land use planning in the 

province. It aims to recognise the accountability and decision-making authority of councils in planning, 

guide future economic development and plan for a healthy natural environment.   

 

  

Key points: 

• Education tools, zoning strategies and protection mechanisms are utilised together to form a 

cohesive land use management framework.  

• The Normal Farm Practices Protection Board provides a less expensive and faster forum of 

resolving disputes compared to court. However, the system poses a high regulatory burden 

and cost on the government. 

• Farmers benefit from consistency throughout the province as to what determines a ‘normal’ 

farm practice.  

• Reviews and changes have been made to reduce the number of complaints heard by the 

Board – e.g. Nutrient Management Act 2006 establishment of an information phone line 

which reduced number of complaints heard by the Board.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 SUMMARY    
The interdependencies of land use conflict necessitate that a combination of policy and planning options 

be utilised along with broader strategic initiatives, both to minimise the risk of conflict occurring and to 

enable the best possible outcome for stakeholders when issues do arise. In line with existing land use 

conflict frameworks, an approach of escalating response or enforcement (Figure 10) will help 

stakeholders choose the most appropriate tool or strategy. 

In terms of policy and planning, a key conclusion from the research is the need for the acceptance and 

defence of State-wide acceptable agricultural practices by government, agencies and industry. Many 

conflicts are fostered by misunderstanding of what constitutes a ‘normal’ farm practice. This set of 

acceptable practices must be informed by societal expectations, such as those defined in the Tasmanian 

‘good neighbour’ charter (DPIPWE, 2016), and reinforced by clear planning guidelines. As noted in a 

recent Farm Policy Journal, simply complying with regulations does not ensure the right to farm 

(Dumbrell, 2018); rather a combination of compliance and shared values will build the trust necessary to 

underpin farmers’ social licence (Lush, 2018) and avoid land use conflict. 

The recognition of State Significant Agricultural Land (SSAL) and inclusion of Biophysical Strategic 

Agricultural Land (BSAL) in the new Primary Production and Rural Development SEPP will be an important 

step in demonstrating the value of farm-related land use to stakeholders. Other changes to planning 

frameworks can likewise mitigate conflict and clearly signal the importance of agriculture to NSW, such as 

revising zoning regulation to avoid alienation of productive land; a fairer distribution of consistent buffer 

zone requirements; and recognition of the impact of proposed development on existing agricultural 

operations and on the future productivity of identified BSAL and SSAL. 

To oversee the implementation of these policies and facilitate mediation when conflict does occur, a 

dispute resolution mechanism should be introduced; for example, the appointment of an independent 

agricultural commissioner or ombudsman along with a board. Rigour must be built into this system to 

ensure participants proceed through the correct channels and do not mistake arbitration for avoidance of 

compliance with both regulation and shared social values. 

Strategic responses include the need to dramatically improve education and awareness of normal farm 

practice using effective, modern methods. It is notable that much of the information currently available 

to both agricultural producers and sensitive receptors is delivered in a manner inconsistent with how 

intended audiences engage with content; for example, as letterbox drops, brochures or handouts with 

property contracts rather than face-to-face, digitally or via social media. On this note, innovation and 

technology have an important role to play in lessening land use conflicts; for example, electronic data 

collection may facilitate more evidence-based decisions when resolving disputes, improved technology in 

production and transport might reduce the nuisance of noise or disturbance, and online ‘gamified’ 

education tools could improve understanding of normal farm practices. 

When conflict does occur, employment of consistent strategy and engagement activities (by the NSW 

DPI, Department of Planning, Local Land Services and NSW Farmers) could redress most impacts, for 

example: 

• Consistent State-wide planning guidelines to clarify development processes and attach value to 

acceptable agricultural practice  
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• Transparent communication about acceptable farm practice should be consistent across all 

agencies and stakeholders and fostered by a centralised, independent arbiter; 

• Clear channels to resolve conflicts must be established outside the regulatory or legal system 

(such as mediation processes, independent boards and arbiters); 

• Digital and personal education initiatives based on behavioural science should be developed by 

DPI and extended to all agencies and stakeholders (and could include training days for 

compliance staff and real estate agents, engagement days for communities, expanded extension 

resources for primary producers); 

• To engender trust in the system from all stakeholders, compliance must be properly resourced at 

all levels. 

 

 

Figure 10: A stepped approach to land use conflict management 

While there are many potential pathways and policy responses to resolve land use conflict associated 

with right to farm issues, there is a general principle which - if applied to improving planning and dispute 

resolution procedures - would be likely to lead to positive outcomes. State planning processes are 

generally more evidence-based than local planning processes, which tend to be more idiosyncratic and 

sometimes emotionally driven. Both approaches are necessary to ensure that outcomes consider social, 

environmental and financial benefits. A balanced, pragmatic approach which finds the middle ground, 

where there is more acceptance of community desire in State planning strategy and more focus on 

evidence in local approvals, would result in far fewer land use conflict issues.  To this end, an outcomes-

based approach will be of more benefit than a prescriptive one, whereby policy and planning regulation 

can be tailored to ensure outcomes are mutually beneficial to both the right to farm and the right to live 

harmoniously with farms. 

The complexity of land use conflict issues in NSW agriculture is difficult to overstate. However, at a time 

when agriculture is under increasing pressure from a changing climate (McRobert et al., 2019) there is no 

doubting the need for both proactive and reactive responses to manage the disruptive uncertainty 

created by conflict, which ultimately threatens the right to farm. 

 

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS    
Changes to planning frameworks 

To safeguard the ongoing viability of agriculture in NSW (having regard to social, economic and 

environmental considerations) and proactively mitigate agricultural land use conflict, the NSW 

Departments of Planning and Primary Industries must work together on the following recommendations: 

Awareness

•Better communication of 
acceptable farm 
practices

•Training of staff at all 
levels of govt. on 
acceptable & best 
practice

Education

•Improved extension 
resources for farmers

•Digital information 
initiatives based on 
behavioural science

Mediation

•Clear channels to resolve 
conflicts

•Mediation services, 
independent arbiter 

Regulation

•Protection of critical 
agricultural assets

•Better buffer zones & 
consistent State-wide 
guidelines

•Proper resourcing of 
compliance 
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1. Ensure that State Significant Agricultural Land (SSAL) is listed in the new Primary Production and 

Rural Development SEPP 

2. Biophysical Strategic Agricultural Land (BSAL) should also be addressed in the Primary 

Production and Rural Development SEPP, not only in relation to mining development but also in 

regard to State Significant Developments (SSDs) 

3. Development assessment requirements must measure the impact of neighbouring or local 

development on (a) existing agricultural operations and (b) on the future productivity of 

identified BSAL / SSAL, including direct and indirect impacts 

o e.g. potential contamination of land/water; impact on buffer zones; access to water 

(similar to an Agricultural Impact Statement as is required for SSD mining and coal seam 

gas production proposals that may impact agricultural resources) 

4. Acknowledgement in residential development planning that neighbouring agricultural land is not 

static in use and may change practice (e.g. from grazing to dairy) which could impact differently 

on sensitive receptors  

5. Revision of minimum lots sizes and concessional allotment provisions within zoning regulation to 

halt urban-rural land use zone creep and fragmentation / alienation of productive land while 

retaining financial value for land owners10 

6. A legislated dispute resolution mechanism should be introduced to manage conflict over both 

proposed developments and extant primary production practices, preferably overseen by an 

independent arbiter (e.g. agricultural commissioner or ombudsman) with expertise in and 

legislated authority to rule on acceptable farm practice 

7. Just distribution of consistent, outcomes-based buffer zone requirements 

o i.e. it is unreasonable to (a) expect an agricultural producer to impose a buffer on their 

land and thus sterilise part of the operation if a neighbour legally builds within that 

buffer zone or (b) expect a sensitive receptor to move away from a boundary if an 

agricultural operator changes practice which impacts the receptor 

Strategic responses  

Ideally these responses would be led by State government with support from local councils, industry 

bodies and farmer representative bodies: 

8. Better understanding of and consistent communication about acceptable farm practice at the 

LGA level – for example, digital information initiatives based on behavioural science should be 

extended in rural and peri-urban communities  

9. Improved agency agreement on and defence of acceptable farm practice  

10. Acceptable development should enable the sustainability of agricultural enterprise 

11. Protection of critical agricultural assets provided by all levels of government, via unambiguous 

provision in the Primary Production and Rural Development SEPP 

12. Consistent State-wide guidelines in DA processes for farmers, with a degree of flexibility for LGAs 

13. Establishment of clear channels to resolve land use conflicts, independent of any agency with a 

perceived interest  

14. Extension resources for farmers available through the NSW DPI should be improved 

15. Consistent training for staff tasked with addressing land use conflict (in councils and State 

agencies such as the EPA) regarding acceptable farm practice 

16. Proper resourcing of compliance at all levels – especially in LGAs and agencies  

  

 
10 NB: this is a complex issue outside the scope of the current project which requires further investigation 
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Acronyms  
 

CHCC   Coffs Harbour City Council  

CSG  Coal seam gas 

DA  Development application 

EIS  Environmental impact statement 

FFPPA  Farming and Food Production Protection Act 1998 (Canada) 

GIS   Geographic Information System 

GM  Genetically modified  

IPA  Intensive plant agriculture 

LEC  Land & Environment Court  

LEP  Local Environmental Plan 

LGA  Local Government area  

LUCRA  Land Use Conflict Risk Assessment 

NPPF  National Policy Planning Framework (UK) 

NFPPB  Normal Farm Practices Protection Board (Ontario, Canada) 

NSW DPI New South Wales Department of Primary Industries 

NSW DPIE New South Wales Department of Planning, Infrastructure & Environment 

NSW EPA New South Wales Environmental Protection Authority  

OMAFRA Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs 

REZ  Renewable energy zone 

RICAC  Rural Industry Community Advisory Committee  

SEPP  State Environmental Planning Policy 

SPUN  Sydney Peri Urban Network  

SSD  State Significant Development 

SWGA  South West Growth Area 
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